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other resource now than to fall back upon the Court of Mines, and it comes expensive to take a M~. W. Puke,
small trifling appeal to the Court of Mines. I never knew Mr. Taylor to hold a court at all 18t~B62.
here. I do not know whether he h,as the power or not. There is a regular warden's court held.
in thc Ballaarat district.
7913. Not for partnership cases ?-No, but for encroachments, and so on.
7914. Would you leave it optional in any case for the party to go to the warden in the
first instance, with a t-ight of appeal to the Court of Mines ?-Yes, I would leave it optional.
7915. Do you think that would be better, or would you fix a limit, say uI' to £200 ?-I
would not allow the warden to adjudicate on any case abflve £200. If he was allowed to
adjudicate on a case of greater amount than that, then there would be an extra expense in
appealing to the Court of Mines.
7916. Would yOU give the right of appeal from the warden to the Court of Mines for all
sums from £200 downwards in any case, or would you limit it to partnership cases ?-I think,
under the present system, it would be much better to allow an appeal, because the wardens are
not properly qualified to enter into those cases. I think the warden ought to have a few years'
experience at the bar before he' could properly enter into those cases, because it requires a
certain amount of law; and I have known instances myself where a warden, not being properly
up to the law, was in fact. bounced out of the case altogether through a pretty sharp and
shrewd lawyer, not particularly with mining affairs, but in a case of wardens sitting on the
bench as magistrates.
7917. Yon give, as a reason against the giving of wardens very large powers, tllat they
have, perhaps, not a sufficient amount oflegal training ?-Yes.
79H:S. But still you think it would be desirable to give the wardens jnrisdiction in
partnership as well as encroachment cases, to the extent of £200, with the i-ight of appeal ?-Yes.
7919. From your knowledge of this district, as an old experienced miner, what is your
opinion as to the continuance of mining operations in this neighborhood profitably ?-My opinion
is that Ararat is only in its infancy; from what I can judge I believe we are going to have a
second Ballaarat.
7920. What do you think would contribute most to promote the development of this
district ?-Mining!eases for one thing, and a proper frontage system, which we have not now,
with larger areas. We require a little larger up here, because the expenses are heavier in this
district than in the Balhmrat district; we have to pay much higher for any articles that are
required for mining purposes, and that ought to be counterbalanced by having larger areas than
we have at present, and a much better tenure.
,
7921. You have not the depth here that you have at Ballaarat ?_-Not at prcsent.
7922. But it costs you more for the requisite machinery ?-It does.
7923, So that you think if you had the granting of leases on liberal terms, extended
areas, and better tenure, that that would tend very materially to increase the pi'osperity of this
gold field ?-Yes, it would; I think there is plenty of good leads and plenty of ground.
7924. Is there anything else that you would wish to suggest to the Commission? - I think
it is very desirable to establish a school of mines, and I think it is quite practicable to establish
a school of mines much on the same system as they have in the mother country and on the
Continent; it might perhaps be in connection with the University, but I think at all eveJ;lts it is
necessary.
\
7!J25. Do you think the best place fOl' it would be in connection with the University of
Melbourne? - Yes, for mining to be taught as a branch there.
7926. What is your opinion as to the causes of the failure of the different mining companies. In cases where the ground has been known to be good, do you think that allY failures
.have arisen from the want of PFoper mining knowledge on the part of the miners themselves or
their managers ?-It has up here.
7927. Do you think if a school of mines were established, where all the theoretical
knowledge that has been accumulated by centnries of experience might be readily available to
all those who wish to study, and for them to have ample opportunities of going upon tIle different
gold fields, that would tend to establish a more competent class of mining managers than we have
at the present time?-'-Yes, I consider that it would be It very great benefit to people that wish
to take advantage of it.
7928. Have you been aware that a great many schemers have organised companies, and
set themselves up as managers, who never knew anything about mines in their lives?-yes.
7929. Would you think it desirable that, in all co-operative companies, they should be
compelled to have a manager having some certificate of fitness?- Yes, I think it would ·be very
necessary; and let them undergo a proper examination.
7930. You think it would not be an unfair int{)rference with a co-operative company to
compel them to employ a manager having a fitness for the work ?-I believe it would be for their
benefit; I do not think it would be unfair.
7931. Do you think that one advantage of the mining museum and mining school, which
you have mentioned, would be the examining persons who desired to have some certificate of
fitness for the office of mining' manager, as well .as actually teaching the various branches
-required for mining, inasmuch as there are in this conn try a great number of men who have
studied in the mining schools in England and on the Continent, and hav13 the knowledge which
many others desiring to hold the same position have not, so that certificated candidates for such
offices might be selected by the mining companies requiring their services?-Yes, I think the
professors. of the school would be the most competent persons to examine those different
candidates for managerships in large companies, and let them have, after going through their
examination, a certificate of their fitness or unfitness, as the case may be.
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,7932. Do you think it would be really beneficial to the country to have some means,
oth y! than a man's own word, or boasting, of testing the fi~nesB of persons offering themselves
,
'
as mining managers ?-Most decidedly.
7933. Do you think it would also tend to giv-e just'confidence to capitalists desiring to
invest legitimately in mining speCUlations ?-It would.
,
7934. In case the mining surveyors had duties even more extended than they now have,
such as the inspection of mines, do you think it would be desirable th&t a somewhat similar
examination should be required to be passed by mining surveyors, of a restricted nature, but
still to prove their fitness for any duty connected with mining or mines which they had to
perform ?-Yes; if they were to have,the duty of an inspector attached, as well as a surveyor,
I should think they ought by all means to undergo an examination, because I am aware that a
surveyor wc had up here some time ago was unfit for being a surveyor, let aione nn underground
inspector or inspector of works; and that would be the only protection that the mining
~()mpanies would have, the fact of his having undergone an examination and having obtained
a certificate that hc was competent for the office he held.
, 7935. So that you think the staff of a mining school and mining museum would perform
an important service in examining candidates for mining survey appointments before they were
allowed to assume the functions? -Yes.
The witness withdrew.

Mr. Jobn Usber,
18th Dec., 1862.

Mr. John Usher, jun., examined.
7936. Yon are the mining surveyor for this district ?-Yes.
7937. How long hav~ you been holding' that office ?-Two years and five months.
7938. Have you been similarly employed on any other gold field in the colony?-I was
engineer and surveyor in the Sandhnrst district for twelve months.
'
,
7939. Have you been long in the colony ?-About ten years in this and the adjoining
colony of New SQuth Wales.
.'
7940. Have you been connected with mining operations ?-For nearly twenty-four years
in the old country a[3 well as in this.
7941. Have you been much engaged in gold mining in this country ?-For threc years
and a half I was on the gold fields; at the commencement I was engaged in mining in New
S~)Uth Wales, in the coal mines thel·e.
.
7942. Havc you considered the question at all, as to the classification and codification of
the mining board bye-laws ?-I have; my opinion is that it is highly desirablc that they should
.
be classified and codified.
7943. Do you think there is any practical difficulty in carrying out that arrangement ?I do not sec any, not the least.
7944 .. Then do you think there is any necessity for 'the contihuance of the mining board,
'
as a legislative body ?-No,.I do not think there is any need of it.
7945. Have you had many applications for survey leases in this neighborhood ?.,--Nearly
thirty, ~ think, in this district.
,
7946. What is the general opinion with regard to the propriety of issuing leases now fIt is much more favorable than it was when I first took office. The parties ou the Britannia
came up here, from Ballaarat, and after registeripg their claim, 0!l. examination of the bye-laws,
they applied for a lease because they did not see that there was sufficient security in the bye-laws.
7947. Then you think that the issuing of'leases in this district wpl tend to benefit the
district ?-I do.
,
. 7948. Are the miners here generally more fayorable than they were to extended claims
,
under the bye-laws ?-Much more favorable.
7949. Do you think that anything has· been more injurious to this district than the
prejudice against .the issuing Of/leases and extended claims ?-I am not aware of anything more
'
injurious than'that, taking with that the vagueness of the bye-laws.
7950. That is the doubtful legality of the bye-laws ?-Yes.
7951. So.far as you are aware of the general feeling of the miners in this commul}ity, do
you think they would' approve of a change such as suggested by the having the laws classified
'and codified, and the abolition of the mining boards as such ?-I do not t4ink'the mining com,
munity here would receive it very favorably.
7952. Are they in favor of the continuance of the mining board ?-I think they are.
7953. Do you think they would have any strong objection to the giving the confirmation of an Act of Parliament to whatever bye-laws they were to work under (-I do not think
they would have any objection to t h a t . ,
,
7954. Still you think they are partial to the continuance of some local body, whatever its
powers are ?-Yes.
7955. Supposing a scale were drawn out of the same class of mining, but leaving it
optional with the local body to elect as to which number of the class they would work under;
say number one would be 20,000, number two 16,000, number three 12,000, and so on, would
that meet the objection that might arise with regard to the abolition of the mining board ?-I
think it would in a great me~sure; I have spoken to several of the most experienced miners on
that point; to have a scale classified according to the nature of the sinking.
7956. Irrespective of the classifi<)ation of the kind of mining, that there should be even a scale
in the same' class for different gold fields ?-I think that would meet the views of the miners here.
7957. What is your opinion as to the desirability of selling the gold with the land f-I
think it is advisable to sell the gold with the land in certain areas.
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7958. Would you limit it to certain tracts of country?-I would. For instance, around ~l\1r.JOh~ Usher,
Ararat I would take something like 100 square miles after a careful examination of the eountry, 18~:,e~862.
and say that no portion of that should be sold, but outside of' that it might be sold.
7959. Then you think that the gold should be haJlded over to the- purchaser of the fee
simple, just the same as the land ?-Yes.
.
7960. Do you think that it would be a more satisfactory arrangement to pass a Bill making
it compulsory on the owner of private property to permit mining upon that lanu on certain
equitable conditions ?-1 do.
7961. Do you think the arrangement you suggest wO,uld be submitted to without much
hostility by the mining community generally ?-I do not think it would.
7962. If you think that it would meet with a large amount of llOstility, why do you think
that is the best way of settling t,he difficulty ?-Because I think there would be such difficulty
in settling with the owners of private property nnd arriving at the damages. I think that the
royalty that might be asked by the owner of' the ground in many eases would not .exceed the
damages that would be required.
7963. Do you think that tbe owners of private property would be as willing to ask for
a reasonable royalty in the one case as in the other ?-l think not.
7964. Then your opinion is, that they would be far more liberal if they had the
uncontrolled disposal of the gold than if they were' compelled to do it P-M uch more.
7965. Assuming that the law should not be passed in the way you suggest, authorising
the sale of the gold with the land, what would you think of the suggestion, that in case anyone
wished to mine upon p:t:,ivate property the owner should· have the option of making what
arrangements he choose with the miners, a!ld in case they agreed as to terms, that the contract
should not be valid until it had been registered, and that in order to effect the registration there
should be a reasonable fee charged as compensation to the State for allowing the owner of the
land to dispose of the gold belonging to the Crown ?-l think that would be desirable.
7966. Would you also think that in case the owner of private property should refuse to
permit of mining, that the miners should have the power of summoning the owner to some
competent tribunal to adjust the terms upon which that mining should take place, assuming that
the gold would not be sold with thelalld ?-I do.
7967. So as neither to leave it to the miners nor the owners of the private property to
compel either one way or the other ?-Yes.
796H. From your knowledge and experience amongst the miners do you think that if a
miner should happen to purchase a piece of land. whether he used it for an orchard or garden or
what not, that as a class they would have an objection to allow other miners to work upon that
ground?- I think they would.
7969. Still assumiilg· that the law, so far as the retention of the property in the gold by
the Crown, should continue, do you think it would be desirable to have a law authorising any party
of miners to prospect the ground in case the owner objected to their so doing ?-1 would not.
7970. Do you think the miners generally would consider it fair that the owner should not
be compelled to permit of prospecting upon private property when there were no satisfactory
indications of there being gold there ?-1 consider that they would.
7971. And you believe any portion of the miners who might be in possession of the fee
simple of any land would be the strongest advocates for thlit doctrine?-Yes.
7972. Have you heard much complaint amongst the intelligent section of the miners up
here as to the insecurity of t€nure ?-I have.
7973. So that you consider any steps that might be taken to give a better tenure, would
have a bcneficial tendency in encouraging mining enterpri~e in the neighborhood ?-1 believe
,
they would.
7974. What is your opinion as to the desirability of paying the mining surveyors by salary
instead of fee ?-I am ill favor' of salary, although in my own instance I have made more by
fees, including Governmcnt surveys and engineering duties in connection with water supply to
the gold fields, than I would have done by salary. .1 am in favor of salary.
7975. It has been suggested during this enquiry, that in case the mining surveyors were
paid, say ft fair salary, as a stated salary, that in order to adjust the compensation to the different
surveyors for the work of their respective districts, in addition to the stated salary which should
be uniform, a per centage upon the fees received should be given to the surveyor in addition to
his salary; what is your opinion upon that ?-I am not in favor of that
7976, You think that thc only remuneration he should receive should be by salary, and
salary alone ?-Yes.
7977. Would you state your reason for objecting to the arrangement of having the salary
supplemenfed by a portion of the fees ?-1 think that if the fees for surveyors wcre fixed, the
same as they are in the Ballaarat district-of course, if he is a man the Government have
confidencc in, he would perform his duties satisfactorily without a per centage-he might be
influenced by this per centage in some cases to almost create unnecessary work.
7978. You think the same temptation would exist then as now, to make exorbitant
charges or suggest difficulties so as to increase the fees, even if he kept to the scale?-Yes.
7979. In some of the districts there is far less work than in others, and unless you make
a difference in the salary 40w would you equitably adjust thc compensation for work done ?-1
think that in every district in this colony quite sufficient cmployment might be found for the
mining surveyors in the mining and geological survey of the district he is connected with; in
my own district, if not sufficiently employed in mining surveys, I could be very well employed
in the topographical a.nd geological surveys of' thc district.
f
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7980. Do you think it would relieve the mining surveyor of the unpleasan~ suspicion that
ISt~tf862, now attaches to the discharge of his duties ?-Yes,
' "
'
7981. Would you recommend that, in the case that you speak of, the salaries should be
~niform or apportioned to the duties in each district ?-It is almost difficult to say uniform
salaries, because perhaps you find a better lllan in one district than they have in another. The
lwads of the department would be best able to"judge in that matter:
7982. So that instead of having this pCI' centage upon the nett reeeipts, you would mther
increase the actual paid salary in the places where it was desirable to do so ?-Yes.
7983. Havc you considered the question about registering clah~s; what do you think of
the proposit.ion of making each mining surveyor divisional regist,rar, and having a district
registrar over that ?-I think that is very desirable, and I would have copies of the registrations
forwarded to the Registrar General's Office in Melbourne.
7984. "Would you think it desirable that, in completing that system of registration, the
divisional 'registmrs should supply, in addition to the simple registration, a sketch of the claim,
say a skeJeton sketch of the bearings and area, to the central office ?-I think the registration
would be quite complete without that; you can give evidence as to the registration of a claim in
many cases without a plan.
," 7985. Have you considered the nec~8sity for and the proper organization of a distinct
mining department in the G<?vernment, under the charge of a responsible minister ?-I think it
is highly desirahle.
7986. Is that feeling participated in by the mining community ?-Yes, generally.
7987, What is' your opinion about the approximate extent of the mineral resources of
your district here ?-I supplied that to the mining and geological survey, but I will be very glad
',
to furnish it to the Commission.
7988, What is YQur opinion as to the resources generally of the district; do you think
there is any extent of unworked ground here which is likely to pay for working ?-A very'Iarge
ex.tent of unworked auriferous ground, and not only aurifl1rous ground, but I believe within the
mining district of Ararat we have copper, slThte, and silver, and other metals, in the ranges.
7989. What change do you think would tend most 'to assist in developing the mineral
wealth of this district ?-In gold mining hy extended claims under proper bye-laws and liberal
leasing regulations ;1 think that the price per acre for gold min'iug ought to be reduced.
, 7990. You think that the prescnt charge for leascs is too.high ?-I do.
7991. What d~ you think would 1)e a fail' rental ?":":"I thiiik £1 per acre.
7992. Do you think that the charge for other mineral leases is reasonable ?-I do.
7993. Do you think that the establishment of a mining school and mining museum would
'
,
be of any use to the mining population of this country?-Of great' use.
7994. Do you think that it would be desirable to e'stablish, then, some source' from which
perso'ns desiring' to"fit themselves' for thedu'ties of mining managers might obtain systematic
instruction of the kind furnished by the mining 'schools of England and the Contin'ent ?-I do.
"
7995. Hrtherto, has much loss of gold resulted from the want of kiiowledge on the part
of many of the mining managers ?-Large quantities,
'
7996. Which might have been saved if they had, had a 'regular training which would
put them on a level with the more successful mining manager,s ?-Yes.
7997. Do yo,u ,think that it would be adv!tntageous to the mining community generally
if-the'mining sclibol'itnd mining llluseiim, if'established, were also used as a means of testing the
qualifications of persons desiring to act as mining managers, examining them in all the branches
of their business, and' giving them certificates that thcy had studied at that mining school or at
some one. in EuroPe ?-I do.
'
.
7998. You think it would be looked upon as a great advantag'l in the mining parts of'the
colony if eapitali'sts ·'hadsome.other better means of testing the qualifications of ,candidates for
the office of mining manager than their own boasting statements ?-I do.
" , 7999.' The" gain' to tlie' reveliue would even be indirectly considerable from such a
provision for saving the gold lost from ignorance ?-Yes.
8000.' Arid it would also tend to give just confidence to capitalists embaHdng in mining?
..
:.:-Yes, it' ...~ould~'efy·much, both inihis country and in Europe. , .
, , . 8001: In the application of European capital to this country ?-Yes',
"',>
8002. Rho" you any 'other hiformation you can give to the Commissign upon the subject
of their enquiry, or ,a~y sugg~stiori you can make ?-':rher~ is only one; that' is the dcfining the
powers and duties o'f"the wardens; mining surveyors, and registrars. I thiilk.there ought to be
something done in respect to that. I think that the wardens ought not to have anything to db
except as miriing ~agistrates. I think under the Gold Fields Act it was intende<l that their
functions should oe purely judicial, whereas, ~n many instanc'iS, they 'perform other than those
. ) '..
"
'
duties.
8003. To whom would you give the administrative portion of the warden's duties ?-To
the mining surveyor; for instance, in applying for leases parties have to 'apply to 'the warden," I
{v6uld say alipltto the minin'g surveyor; after the mining surveyor furnishes. his plans and report
the warden has 'to report on it. I do not see that the wardens are at' all supposed to be qualified
to report' on these' matters, in many instances the 'report is on p'rofessional matters.
"8004. Do not you think that the report of the warden' might be useful iit guiding the
Government as ~o the. policy of issuing the lease for any given portion, so long as he stecred clear
of the utteranc'e' of- any professional opinion. Do not you think the warden would be a check
npon the surveyor as to the policy of the issuing of the lease ?..-I think tha:t the mining surveyor,
being a professional man, and acquainted with mining matters, is best able to form an opinion as
to the reasons for granting a lease.
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8005. You think if he is competent for one he is likely to be competent for the other?- Mr• .i:o~i(U.her.
Yes; and supposing the party applied for a large area of ground and wished to expend £1000 for lil:m~:~i862.
machinery, a surveyor might think that he ought to expend £5000, and instead of employing
ten men he might think he should employ thirty men.
8006. Do you think it is sound policy to relieve the companies from the necessity of
putting any machinery on the ground when applying for.the lease?-I do n?t.
8007. You think you ought to be competent to stIpulate for the placmg on the ground of
certain machinery?-Certain machinery and a certain number of men.
8008. Would you in any case allow machinery to stand for men ?-Yes, I would.
8009. Then would you say machinery or men?-Yes.
8010. Would you modify the number of men according to the quantity of tnachinery?Yes; in many instances you might say they should expend a certain amount of money and
employ a certain number of men, by any new process they might reduce the number of men by
having an additional quantity of machinery.
8011. So"that you think in order that proper guarantee should be given to the State
for the privilege the miner has conceded to him under the lease, he should put so much machinery
on the ground?-I do.
8012. You are aware that un~er the bye-laws, with the most extended claim under the
frontage system, they do not stipulate for any machinery at all ?-I am award of that, but they
stipulate for men.
8013. So tbat you would suggest, that where there was not a fair number of men it
should be met by machinery ?-Yes.
'
8014. By a corresponding power of machinery?-Yes.
8015. Do you think it is desirable or practicable that the mining surveyors might act in .
futUre under some special regulation as inspectors of mines, to see that the mines were in good
order to prevent accident, to see that the supports and timbering, for instance, were sufficient,
that the winding gear was of a rensonableand proper kind, tending to the preservation of public
health and the prevention of accidents and the probable damage to neighboring miners, and also
to the due working of the claim ?- Where they are qualified. There is a difference between
It mining surveyor and a mining engineer; he may be a very good mining surveyor and at the
same time know nothing of mining engineering; there are some mining engineers who are now
employed as mining surveyors. I think instead of making the whole of the mining surveyors
inspectors, I would say one for each district; he might be the chief mining surveyor and inspector
of mines for that district.
8016. Is it your opinion, that to draw a strong distinction between mining surveyors and
ordinary surveyors, the mining surveyor should be required to' possess a knowledge of mining,
mechanics, and machinery, and generally the theory of mining sufficient to qualify him for a
mining inspector ?-[ do not think it desirable that the whole of them should be so; I think one
or two in each district would be sufficient.
, ' 8017. Do' you think it would be desirable that mining surveyors and mining inspectors
both, whether the same person or different persons, before appointment to their office, should
undergo an e4amination, showing their fitness,and their knowledge of the duties which they
undertake to perform ?-I do ...
8018. In such a case ,the additional examination which would distinguish the mining
surveyor from a topographical surveyor would be very much that which would qualify a mining
surveyor for being a mining inspector to the same extent contemplated in the previous question?
-A mining surveyor' might be very well' able to pass an examination in surveying, geology,
mineralogy; and I,mechanics, and still be very far' short of the requisite qualifications for a
mining engineer and inspector:of mines. You do not want mining engineers :who have been just
made'· mining engineers in. the colony, but men who have had some experience in Europe or
other parts.
"8019. If at the mining school and mining museum the staff, which might be there
necessary for giving instruction in-mining, were to examine the mining surveyors in a cUlTiculum
which'would fit them -likewise for mining inspectors, do you think it would be practicable or
desirable'to form a list of those who had passed the .examinations sufficient to qualify them for
being appointed whenever vacancies occurred in the office of mining surveyor, and those who, in_
addition to that, ..had· passed some additional portions of the subject in which the otners might
fail, who would be alone eligible to the additional appointment of, mining inspector ?-I do.
8320. That would practically be the' best way of dealing with the subject ?-Yes; taking,
care in all·cases that at the head of, the .district you' h:we.a person as chief mining surveyor,
or chief inspector, and one of some European experience.
,8021. Do you ·think that a number of these mining, inspectors and mining surveyors,
with some connection with the geological survey, should be visited periodically by a visiting
inspector ?-I do.
•
8022. One probably for each large district ?-Yes.
'.
• 8023. What would you think of this proposition,that there should be a chief mining
inspector in each district, making all the mining surveyors sub-inspectors ?-That is what I
understood to be the meaning of the last question. The, ,director of mining and geological
surveys would of course be the inspector-generaL
8024. Do you think that it would be popular amongst the mining surveyo~s that this
test of;an'examination 'should, be applied, so,as·to distinguish the competent from the incom·
petent amongst them ?-I do not thinK it would.'
.
,
8025. Do you think there would be much opposition on the part of the miners to a
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reasonable supervision over their workings ?-I think not on the part of the persons who held

18t~862. very extensive areas of ground under the bye-laws and leasing regulations.

8026. And the owners of mines? - Yes; if they were satisfied tlmt he was competent.
I believe they would generally be too glad to have the benefit of his advice and guirlance.
8027. In case 'it was thought necessary th9,t com pall iCf! in the rleep sinkino'S should
~urni~h returns. of the amount and clirectioll of their ,yorks to this mining inspecto~; do you
Imagme that tlils would be looked upon as a hardship by the great companies '?-I do not think
it would. I never meet with the slightest objection. I can get any returns from this district.
8028. Do you think it is highly desirable that a mining record should be kept in each
district ?-Yes.
8029. And you believe you would meet wi th no practical difficulty in getting the
requisite information from the different companies ?-Not the slightest. My district is 80
extensi ve that I prepare sheets and forward them to the different parties, and they furnish me
readily with every information that I ask for.
8030. Is there anything else .that occurs to you ?-I do not recollect thqt there is.
The witness withdrew.
AdJourned.

Taken at the Bull and Mo.uth Hotel, Amrat.
FRIDAY, 19TH DECEMBER, 1862.

Present:
J. B. HUMFFRAY, Esq., M.P., in the chair; ,
Pl'ofessor McCoy,
.I
C. Mollison, Esq.
James Galbraith, Esq., examined.
Jam•• Galbraith,
8031. You are a medical practitioner on ATarat ?-Yes.
19th i5:~': 1862.
8032. Have Y011 resided long on the gold fields ?_I have resided off and on the gold,
fields for ten years.
8033. Have you. been engaged a portion of that time in mining ?-Yes, I was ten yeai's \
ago engaged in mining.
8034. And you llave been more 01' less connected with it ever since ?- Yes.
8035. Have you coneidered the question of mining leases?-Yes. I think, as they stand)
at present; there are scarcely sufficient facilities for acquiring a tenure of the ground by mining
eompanies.
H036. In what respect do you think they are defective ?-I do not know where exactly·
the principal difficulty is, but I judge of that from this circumstance, that I have been informed.
on what I consider the best authority.
A person going to apply for a mining lease, Mr.
Carinichael informed Mr. Lamont that he would rather lease the ground from a private party
and give a per centage on the gold than be tied to all the conditions and arrangements required·
by the Government. I believe that this waS exaggerated, bu t still, so far as it went, it furnished .
. to my mind an evidenee that there was something defective, that there was some obstacle to be
got over in these leasing regulations. The difficulty of holding the land before getting a lease
is exemplified at Cltthcart, where thm'e are parties who have a piece of Crown land and also a
piece of priyutt1 land, and the Crown land has been the greatest trouble to them imaginable,
and they have actually spent some £60 in sinking a shaft where it was not wanted, merely for
the purpose of holding the ground. This was when they held it under a miner's right. 1.
believe they are applying now for n. lease. This other private ground never was any trouble
to them; they made an arrangement with the proprietor of the ground, and they would be quite.
eontent with this arrn.ngement were it only binding in law.
8037. Do not you thiilk that a great many of the complaints that are urged with reference to the difficulty of obtaining leases of Crown lands arise from the prejudice and antagonism
oOhe miners?-When once they are granted I have never seen any difficulty, and before they
were granted the difficulties have arisen from exactly what you say-the antagonism of the
miners; but I think this is gradually being lessened.
8038. Are you in favor of selling the gold with the land ?-Decidedly I am strongly in
favor of the land that has been alienated from the Crown already not. being interfered with.
That on paying the amoutlt of the miner's right the owner of land should be at liberty to mine
on the land and appropriate the gold he got from it, or to make any arrangements he liked with
the miners; and if a mutual contract is entered into, I think, in justice, that contract should be
binding on both parties.
8039. Do not you think it would be. also just to make the owner of private property pay·
some acknowledgement to the State for appropriating' the property which belongs to the State,
namely, the gold ?-If it was a nominal thing.
8040. Supposing auy one making a contract with miners for mining on his private
property, that it should be necessary, in order to give validity to that contract, that it should be
i
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rerristered and that ai'egistration fee should be charged a§ an,.acknoWle'~igemellt tD the State JlIIlles Go.Ibraith.
fo? the ap'propriation' of its property ?-If it was' a rnominal thing I have' no objection to i t . . "~.'
8041. That would be a substantial registration fee in proportion to the area ?-The 19t1l Dec., 1862.
whole matter would hinge on the amount proposed to be charged. I have no objection to a fair
tee being charged, always provided it is not oppressive.
8042. Have you considered the question at all of the classification and codification of the
mining board bye-laws ?-I have not; I have mel'ely seen the great evils of the present system,
the evils of there being different laws in different districts; and with all the changes that have
been made in the different laws they never have got over this dreadful waste of labor called
shepherding, and another great evil called jumping; and I have always wished that some
arrangements should be made so as to get over these difficulties altogether. It has already been
got over in some measure ,; the larger the areas have been made it has 'lessened the eviL
.
8043. Do you think, by giving larger areas with better tenure, you would get rid of this
waste of labor called shepherding ?-·Yes, and it seems to me that almost all the mining laws
that have yet been made in this district have been conceived in a very narrow spirit.
8044. ,Is not public opinion here improving in that respect ?-Yes.
8045. Do you think that will result advantageously to the neighborhood ?-I think some
good will come of it bye-and-bye.
8046. What do you think is the opinion of the miners who own land themselves with
reference to this m.ining on private property?-They are strongly of the opinion that they
ought to be allowed to mine on it on paying their miner's right.
8047. What do you think is their opinion with reference to the admission of other
persons to mine on their private property ?-They think that by payment of a miners' right they
ought to be allowed to mine on the land themselves, and that that ought to be an exclusive right
of their own, and that they ought to be allowed to make what alTangements they can with any
one else. There are no two ways about it, any man that owns a yard of land thinks he has an
an exclusive right to the gold in it.
8048. And you think that miners who actually have land themselves would be very
unwilling to see other miners permitted to work upon their property contrary to their will?- ,
Most decidedly; that would be a thing they would stand out against most vigorously.
8049. As strongly as any other landed proprietor in the colony 7-Yes, and they would
hold to that right as strongly as they would hold to the right to keep possession of their own
tents.
8050. Do you th~nk it would be i;ound policy to make it compulsory on the part of the
9wners of private property to admit of a third party mining, on proper terms being arranged?Such an arrangement might be made with lands alienated after the passing of the Act on the
subject, but as to lands alienated already I think it would be a very great hardship, although the
parties did not dig the gold they lay claim to the right to do what they like with the land"and
if they pay the miner's right why should they not be allowed to extract the gold the same as
thev are allowed to extract it from Crown lands.
• 8051. There are certain regulations as to area in all the districts, and you would give.to
the owner of private property a privilege which is denied to the owner of a miner's right on any
-Crown land. For instance, there is Winter's paddock at BaHaaI'at, sold for £20,000; its value
intrinsically would be £2000, and he gets £18,000 for what belongs to the State ?-That is no
loss to the country. I dare say the gold is taken out more eeonomically than it would be if it
was Crown land, because in a case like that there are fewer shafts sunk.
8052. In your opinion the two great wants of the neighborhood are the having larger
areas and better security of tenure ?-Yes, the quarrels that have arisen from jumping have given
rise to a great deal of evil, arousing bad passions in men and leading to assaults, and very often
good men have been disheartened by being, as they thought, deprive,d of their rights by injustice.
8053. Do you think it would be an improvement upon the present law it anyone jumping
a piece of ground should be liable to a fine or imprisonment, or both ?-If a man has a secure
tenure, and other people know it, there will be no difficulty. The difficulty at present is, that no
man knows what may be properly jumped and what not. As it at present stands, very often
,
the jumpers have the best claim in point of justice.
8054. On account of the ground not being worked ?-Yes; it has been all along here that
it is not the man that sinks most holes that gets the most gold, but the one who sehemes to the
best advantage, and that has been a premium to dishonesty in the regulations.
- 8055. Would you still think it desirable to continue the system of jumping ?-I think
. jumping will be prevented by selling the land out and out, and letting the miner .have the land
in fee simple, say in acre allotments. If the present system is to continue, when once the land
has begun. to be worked fairly and honestly, then punish the jumpers; but still there must be
some protection against shepherding, but I would have it effected by some other means than
the demoralising one of jumping. It is a remedy for a worse evil, though a great evil in itself.
8056. Have you any further observations or suggestions to offer to the commission ?....:..
I think not.
The witness withdrew.
Mr. Denny John Lane examined.
8057; How many. years have you bf'en On the gold fields ?-Ten.
8058. Have you been engaged p!,actieally as a miner during any portion of that time?
-Yes.
No. 10,5 z,
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805!)' On what gold fields ?-At the McIvor gold fields, and I have had an interest in
several claims on the Ovens, and also on Ballaarat and here. McIvor was the only gold field
I myself dug at, but I was interested in the others. I was also mining surveyor here for twelve
JDonths, from 1858 to 1859, and the Government cancelled my appointment beeause I would not
send them in reports.
8060. What is your opinion as to the policy of selling the gold with the land ?-I
consider that if the amount of surface damage that would be likely to be occasioned by mining
operations was paid for, the miners should have a right to enter upon private lands.
k06l. Is the Commission to infer from that answer that you would make it compulsory
on the owner of private property to permit of mining under equHable arrangements?-Yes,
under certain circum",tances; I would not go so far as to allow of prospect,ing on private
property; but if a lead had been traced to the boundary of private property I certainly
should render it compulsory on the owner to allow parties to follow it on payment, not only of
the surface damage, but of the other damages that would be done to his propert,y.
8062. Then you would not allow of prospecting except by the consent of the owner ?Certainly not, unless under stringent regulations.
8063. But in case the lead was traced up ,to his ground, yoti would make it compulsory if
he declined to make arrangements himself?-Certainly.
8064. As mining surveyor you must have seen the working of the bye-laws to some
extent in this district, what is your opinion as to the poliey of a classificat~on and eodification of
the bye-laws, instead of having the varied and contradictory code of laws that now obtains here?
-That is a question that could scarcely be replied to in one answer. I think the general
principles of mining partnership and the tenure under which claims are held might be eodified
so as to apply to apply to the whole colony; the minutire of mining and the differences which
exist between the different portions of the colony one general rule could not apply to.
. 6065. Do not you think that in each district there is every possible phase of mining that
exists in any other district of the colony ?-I do not think so.
.
.
8066. Not from surfacing to deep sinking and quartz ?-No; I might instance the diggings
at the Omeo and the Ovens, they are totally dissimilar to those here. Then again, the water
privileges whieh would be granted to persons having sluicing claims, the same rule would not
apply to the Ovens and here at all, the amount of rainfall in the two places being quite
different, and the ground is so totally different that it is impracticable altogether.
8067. In all these cases where a similarity of digging prevails, do you think a general
law might be made ?-:-N0, I do not go quite so fill' as that either, because a code of regulations
that answered here remarkably well three years ago wonld not answer to-day, al'ld the different
mining divisions might progress at different rates; for instance, Ballaarat is far ahead of this
place in deep sinking. The rules that would be applicable to the deep sinking of Ballaarat to-day
would not be applicable to the deep sinking here to-day.
8068. If the BaHaarat bye-laws are found suitable to the most difficult kind of mining,
why not adopt those rules as the best results of experience and eare that you have an instance
of in the colony ?-There are a great number of p~nctical difficulties in accomplishing a general
classifieation of the bye-laws, the general rules applicable to the holding under the miner's right
might be under one code as to the area and title of claims, but as to what eonstitutes
abandonment of a claim and how a claim is to be shepherded and so forth, I think could
scarcely be included in a general code.
8069. You think it must be left to local bodies to deal with the specialities of each gold
field ?~ Yes, and also imposing. fees for the drainage of quartz reefs should be left to local
committees.
8070. Is there any other point upon which you have any suggestion to offer to the Commission ?-I think the duties of the 'mining surveyors and registrars might be better defined.
than they are at present.
8071. What is your opinion of the proposition to pay them by salary instead of by fees P
- I think it would be a very great improvement on t,he present system, and I think there should
be some guarantee as to their fitness fOI' the offices they bold.
8072. You think it would be desirable to have a rigid examination as tootheir fitness
before they have the appointment ?-I quite think so. The present system has been so bad that
indeed it holds out a premium to the mining registrars and surveyors to send in reports worse
than useless, because they only tend to mislead the Government and the public as to the state of
the mines, and they appear to me to be only so many evidences of the· amount of invention
possessed by each mining surveyor..
8073. Then you think the information given by them is quite unreliable?-Yes, and
will lead to a great amount of misconcepthm as to the state of the mines in general, and it would
be much better if these reports were never s'ent in.
8074. Do not you think it highly desirable, in order that there should be some statistics
of the progress of our gold workings, that reports should be sent in as accurately as possible?-'
They would be almost invaluable as a record of the state of r;nining in the eolony if they could
be relied upon, but these reports should be sent in by gentlemen 110t interested in misleading, and
who· would be ina position, by education and practical experience, to send in reliable reports.
If a strict examination was enforced of those gentlemen holding the offiees, I think it would
meet all the cases.
8075. Is there mueh complaint of the want of water in this district ?-Yes, there has been.
8076. Do you think that an ample supply of water her.e would tend to any extent to
improve the mining condition of the distriet ?-Yes; there is a great quantity of deserted
C
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workings, which, if there was water convenient, would pay handsome dividends, and which are
deserted simply because there is no water to work them. The plan I would suggei>t would be,
to have a number of smaller dams than has heen erected here, constructed f1.t different places in
com'enient spots in the locality of these deserted workings and dams, which could be erected at
an expense of ltbout from £400 or £800.
l:l077. Is there any other point that suggests itself to you ?-I think not.
The witness withdrew.

Mr. D. J. Lane,
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Edward Salisbury, Esq., examined.
8078. Are you the chairman of the mining board for the Ararat district?-Yes.
E.S"Usbuq,Es'l..
8079. Rave you been many yeltrs on t.he gold fields ?-Since the commencement; I was 19th Dec., 1862.
olle of the first. There are not half a dozen individuals in the colony who can claim precedence
over me on the Victorian gold fields.
8080. Have you heen a great portion of the time engaged in mining ?-I llave been, at
short intervals, away from the gold fields, but mainly engaged in mining.
8081. Is there any defect in the present Gold Fields Act that you could point out?Generally speakillg, I think that part relating to the mining jurisprudence is satisfactory, liut
there are some portions which require amendment. I think it would be desirable that the fees of
court should be reduced, so that cltses of minor importance might be settled with less expE'nse. I
think the mode of conducting the wardens' enquiries is very objectionable in one feature, that is,
the war:.1en acting as judge and charging the assessors secretly instead of publicly, as in all
other courts; I think that is a very objectionable feature.
8082. Is that practice followed generally ?-In my part of the district it is; I have never
seen the warden act in any other way. If he settles the case upon the spot, the usual custom is
to walk aside with the assessors, and they an'ive at their verdict and come back and deliver it;
that is different to all other courts, and I think it very objectionable. I know that virtually
the warden is only one among five, but it happens in this way, that his opinion is authoritative
with them upon law points, and as it virtually is the ruling in these matters, and sways the
assessors, I think it very desirable that it should be made public; so far as points of evidence,
I do not see any reason WIly they should not retire, the warden and all together, as if they
consisted of a jury of five, being foul' assessors and the warden.
8083. Are the Commission to understand that you think it would be an improvement on
the pI'esent system if the warden had not a voice, but merely charged the assessors as to the
bearings of the evidence ?-It would be preferable if the assessors were increased to five instead
of four, so as to give them an odd one to have a casting vote.. The real action of these things is,
that in nine cases out of ten the assessors look to the warden to lay down the law to them, and
in so doing he virtually settles the cllse.
8084. Then you think it would .be better that the warden should have no vote, but only
explain the law to the assessors and charge them as a jury ?- Yes, and then I think it weuld be
desirable that the jury should be increased to five instead of four.
8085. Is there any other point in the administration of the Gold Fields Bill that you would
suggest (-There is one point that is noticed very particularly, and that is, that there is a great
diversity in the judgments of the Court of Mines. A judge in one district will rule entirely
different to ajudge in another, and I know from speaking to counsel, that it is a material question
with them, what district is this in, then I shall know how to act. Judge so-and-so lays it down
so-and-so, and judge some one else lays it down in another way. I think it very desirable
that the judges should travel in circuit and have sittings i'~ banco, so that they may by that
means al'l'ive at a uniformity of decision on certain points of law. There is very great
discrepancy in the ruling of the judges, and that migh t be very easily obviated by l'evising their
decisions, the same as they do in other courts.
8086. Do you think that, in addition to the judges going in circuit and the number of
them sitting periodically in banco, tbere should be greater facilities for appealing to tJle Supreme
Court ?-Yes, I think it would be vory desirable to have.a uniformity of decision.
8087. Have you considered the point as to making it compulsory on the judges of the
Courts of Mines to state a case when called upon for the decision of the Supreme Court, at
present it is optional with the judge to do so or not ?-I . was not aware of that; but if it is
merely optional I should be decidedly in favor of enforcing the judge to state a case, so that
there may be an appeal, otherwise it must be a denial of justice.
8088. Is there any other point upon the Gold Fields Bill that you have any remarks to
make upon ?-I am not aware of any other point connected with jurisprudence, except so much
as can be done towards exercising economy in the scale of fees. I also think it is highly desirable
that the judges of the Courts of Mines should deal with the cases before them more upon the
recognised principles of the courts of equity rather than those of the com mOil law courts.
.
8089. Would you give concurrent jurisdiction to the warden and the Court of Mines
without originating the case in the lower court ?-Certainly.
8090. Would you leaye it optional with the suitor?-Yes, I am satisfied of this, and may
assert it as a fact, that in many cases the warden's court is only used as a preliminary to the
oth~r court, beeause the Act necessitates it, and it is a mere matter of form so as to get the right
of appeal. .
8091. In giving concurrent jurisdiction to the warden and the Oourt of Mines, do you
think it desirable to fix: any limit, would you let all cases indiscriminately, whatever the amount
was, go to the Court of Mines ?-I think it would be advisable to put a limit upon it, for the
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right, of dealing with .partnershii.; .cases, the warden 'now is limited to dealing with. encroaclJment cases ?-Yes" I think so, not altogether; I think it would be even advisable in all the cases
of more importance wbich are foun~ ultimately to go into a superior court. I think the same limit
might be used in that instance as in the other, in all cases with the right of appeal. I thiuk it
is highly desirable that the warden should settle those questions definitely, if it could be done
without destroying the right of appeal.
'.
8093. Have you any suggestions to make as to the leasing regulations; do you thiuk that
the present regulat~ons. are suitable· ?-I am very well satisfied with the present leasing
,f,egulation~; I may s~tfil that I have generally been in favor of leasing, but I have sometimes seen
:v.erx. great. di;tli~ulties and unpleasantness pending. I am the oldest member of the ooard, and I
have been the only one that from the first, in principle, supported the desirability of having leasing
, regulations; ·but I might give in my testimony to this effect, that I have found them very
injurious at times when they are enforc~d. I think a determination on the part of the Government
1l0t to enforce them on any particular portion.of a di,strict against the wishes of the community
'.
..
,
.
is highly qesirable.
. 8094. Do not you think the opposition has in many cases arisen from prejudice only ?In many cases it has, and that prejudice has injured the cases, where in some instances the
opposition was just and upon good grounds. Tbat to a great extent is gone now,' there is not
that strong ,prejudice against leases tImt. there used to be; but I can say for my own portion of
the district; 'Raglan, that it is far prefera)Jle to the miner to take up ground,under the bye-linys
...tl),an under, the leasing regulations. There is' no ,inducement to take out a lease unless it is in case
. of a dispu~e where a lease is requi're(l to cover some amount of ground which there may be difficulty
~oot

.

.
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8095. Have you different l?ye-Iaws applicable to Raglan to ~hose at Ararat; although
they are in the same mining board?-'-Yes, applications for leases are in many cases abused, merely
to protect the ground while they are forming a company, and then they take up the ground
,under the.pye-law 'and thr.ov.::. uP. the lease altogether. They get protection, under the leasing
regulations while applying for the lea.1;!e, and then never take up the lease after they have formed
"
·the company.
'.
8096. What has bEilcn the reason that you have made diffei'ent bye-laws for the different
divisions of your district ?-Because we found that the requirements of the different divisions
rElndered the same bye-laws unsuitable to each. In Raglan we have a different bye-law to a~y
.other bye-law in the colony, and no other 9ye-law would suit us; and if they were deprived of
that bye-law to-morrow: the miner's of the whole division would suffer, although not so mu~h
now as they would some years ago, because a great portion of the grouml is worked up, hut we
do not know what fresh country may be opened. The peculiarity of that, division of the district
is, tbat th!l leads are very narrow and very tortuous' and difficult teO find, a Ifarrow lead, .at
the outside twenty feet, runn~ng. dciwn a'wide fiat in a very tortuous manner, and' ,we give. our.
,~el1surement 1,lpon the froptage principle universally,. except in what we call surfacing, which
'is.. confined to eight or ten feet sinking. There is no other bye-law in the colony that has
the frontag~ system universally' as we have; and here, where the leads ar!l much :VideI', thElY
woul~ to. ~ man object to it, and at Ra:glan to a man they would object to the bye-law ~n
force here.'
,
,
8097. Have you no block claims in Raglan ?-The only block claims we have 'are' sUl:f11ce
claims. There may ~e plock claiJ?s outside the lead claims in a gully or a fiat. Virtually it
amounts to this,. that there are no block claims in gullies or fiats.
With our frontage claims,.a
man is entitled to the entire width of the lead, provided it in no instancc exceeds eighty feep.
We have no leads which amount to that, and virtually there are no block claims, .. except \n
surfacing;
.'
. 8098. You are required to turn your frontage claim into a block claim, should the lead
turn out more than eighty. feet ?, Yes, but we have .no leads of that kind.
.,.. I
8099. Have you considered the question of the selling of auriferous lands 7-Yes, I have,
and have had a great deal of correspondence with the Government, and have had to write my
views very strongly to the Government upon. that subject. I look upon it as one of the most
"important subjects of ~he day. I am quite aware of all the difficulties attending it, but it is,a
question that must be grappled with, and it is the more necessary that it should be attended to
now, for the operation, of the present Land Sales Act has rcndered greater the necessity for
increased vigilancp on the part of the mining board. These new areas for sale hem us in entirely,
and if the system goes on, without the introduction of a Bill for mining on private 'property, we
shall lose the whole of the gold fields.
I
8100. Then are you opposed to the selling of the gold with the land ?-Yes, I aJ?
decidedly opposed to the selling of the gold with the land; I consider that it would lead to a
system of' speculation. I know instances.in this district where men have bought land nominally
to settle down on, but the mineral-value of the land is what they l!re looking to ; and·see how
the Government is'robbed, and the revenue defrau~ed.in that way. Better than such a system
as that should continue, it·would be better that the ground should be put up with the gold, ami
sold as auriferous land; but I do not advocate that coursc.
.
8101. Then are you in favour of making it compulsory on .the ,ow:qer of private property
to admit of mining on his· land ?-Uoder certaip. regulations I think· it will .be necessary.
Within these, last few hours. I have seen some suggestions, of the Ballaarat board. That, Board
; J •• •
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suggests that a court be appointed, some court to determine in each district whether particular E.SaIlsbUry,Eaq.
lands should be mined or not.
19t1.m;:~862.
8102. And if mined upon, to .est,imnte the compeusat.ion ?-I do not know whether
really the fact of estimating the compensation would not meBt the difficulty; mincrs would not
attempt to mine upon land where they had to pay a large ftmount uf expense.
8103. That would depend, of course, upon the assessors ?-Yes.
8104. Are you in fRvor of allowing the miners to go and prospect upon private property 7
-1 may state generally that I wish to make the land (purchased land, even) as free as
possible; but therc mn.y be many instances where it would be very wrong to allow a miner to go
in opposition to the wishes of the pI'oprietor to prospect his In.nd. I think that that should be
subject to the court. That was why I agreed with the suggestion of the Ballaarat board,
there should be a right of appeal to the court, as to whether it was fit and proper that this
land should be entered upon for prospecting.
8105. Would you think well of a proposition of this kind, that in all cases where the
owner refused to come to terms there should be a court to which he migbt be summoned, and
let the party be called upon to show good and substantial reasons why that land should be
worked ?-Yes, that is exactly my idea on the subject; that not only should there be a court to
assess the damages, but that the court should have the power to determine whether the miner
should enter at all upon any terms, and if they decided that he should mine, then to decide
upon the termi;l; and further, I think, in certain c:tses, there onght to be a rigllt of appeal
from that court. Cases of such immense importance might arise that the right to appe:tl to
the Supreme Court would be necessary and just.
8106. Then you think it would not be sound policy on the part of the Government to
pass a law absolutely selling the gold with the land ?-I am afraid not; my objection to that
is, that it would lead to so muth jobbing and speculfttion, and that it would place the lands
virtually in the hands, not of men who went with the bonfi fide intention of mining, but of
making a profit out of it, so that, as it is at Ballaarat, where a great deal of the land is locked
up, a man has to pay an immense sum before hc can enter upon a milling speculation, and it
would only aggravate that evil. .
8107. Do you think it would be desirable that the owner of private property should be
enabled to refuse prospecting, or to prevent men prospecting on his ground if he was unwilling
to admit it, in case the miners desiring to prospect could show no substantial reasons for
supposing that gold was there 7-1 have advocated the appointment of a court to determine that,
and I would say that until a warrant was brought from that court giving the right to enter on
the ground, the prospectors should not enter upon it.
,
8108. In case the court determined that there was sufficient evidence of gold being in
the land, su that it would be desirable that mining should be can-ied on there, do you think that
then, as in the case of a railway passing through private property, compensation equivalent, as
in the case of a railway, to the whole amount of damage that would be done, should be calculated by this court, and be properly adjusted and paid down, or deposited and secured in SOIDe
way before the miners were allowed to enter on the ground ?-I am of opinion that before
entering upon any land ample security should be given before the soil was turned.
8109. Do you contemplate that it would be fair between these two contracting parties, as
it might be, that taking the analogy of a railway, the whole amount of probable damage should
be consideled in the beginning, supposing the owner of the land not to wish to come to terms
before mining is permitted ?-I do not. think there can . be an analogy between mining on
private property and the case of a railway. In the case of a railway you have a definite line
marked out, and you know the amount of ground that will be required for the purpose. It is
absolutely definite. With regard to mining, a.nd with regard to the question of damages, it will,
generally speaking, be merely surface damage, and I do not think it would be to the extent that
is generally supposed. I think we are all of us frightened at the idea of the damage that will be
done to property by mining; for instance, the working of a shaft will cover but a small space of
ground in comparison wich the ground mined.
8110. Do you think it fair that if a person buy land for a vineyard, and plant it with
vines, and some good-for-nothing person tells him openly, "As soon as you have planted it, I
will go into the very centre of it, and mine ?"-I would give the owner of private property protection in every shape and way; and I do not suppose any man with any claim to sanity at all could
support such a proposition as to allow a man wantonly to g9 in and destroy property in that way.
8111. That miner might say that he was willing to pay fot the surface damage that he
would do, but the consequential damages would be very much greater by the annoyance of the
passage of these men into the centre, !md the destruction to the property in various ways.
Supposing it were determined that the land should be, mined upon, and that there was really a
lead in it, or a reef, do you think it would be fair that such a number of miners should be
required to join together as would pay for more than the surface damage of one, or two, or three
men ?-It would depend upon circumstances; and it is in cases of this kind that a court would
be so useful, with extensive powers to meet the circumstances of each case. For instance, take
the case of a vineyard; if it, was required to mine on the ground, and all the arrangements
were made to meet the damages and ample security given in the first instance, beyond that I
would go to this extent, that it should be incumbent upon those mining that they should be
forbidden access to the other portions of the vineyard, and be compelled to fence off or put some
protection to ~eparate that land from the part where they were mining.
.
8112. Do you tJIink it would be fair that such a number of miners should be required
as the court you speak of would consider reasonable and fair, to combine and give securi ty for a
No. 10,6)',
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"4 '::Esq"d~IDage larger than that which a single minerior -two 'or':three might ,be ·willing'to.pay p......:,. Yes,
862. I am decidedly in favor of that; that one miner at his caprice should not be1able to.sa)', r;will
go into such and such property and only pay 'for the surface -damage I commit,; when. he would
perhaps destroy the whole. I quite agree with th·at ..
8113. H!1ve you ,considered the questio'Ii :as to' the classification and"codificat-ioll'of thc
,mining board bye-laws ?-I have ,given considerable ''1,hought. to that matter.', t think it would
be'vet·y desirable if [practicable, but I am'satisfied that 'W'is' totaHy:impmcticable. c. 'In:,my own
ldivision there'is :~ bye-law that 'is Inot compa:tiblewith other portions of. the district..' 'We have
'three separate bye-laws, one for Pleasant Creek, oue for Ararat, and one, for .Raglan'. f\Vhen
'we come 'to talk of uniting the whole of the six boards, there win be a still greater diversity_
And,that is not the only thing; there is a necessity for speedy legislation. We are indnced from
'time to time to·legislate, and Wfl sometimes find after we have done it'that the aetion of our legislation is not what we intended, and if'it were left to the Parliament to do it at times we should·be
waiting' very possibly for a long period, and 'should have to depend in a great measure~ upon the
political- power of the party proposing the alterations. These subJects, hlstead of being settled
by those interested in them, would be made u: source of party differences, '
','.
8114. Have 'you not heard·,frequent and just eomplaints on' account of the' "ery .frequent
changes that· take place in these bye-laws ?-'Y'esi I have heard· frequent complaints;' sometimes
'j ust ones.
",'
.
<,
,
' .. 8115. Thatcthe changes, in fact, have been mistaken ~or:improvements,.!and, e,·ery..new
member of t.he board wishes to distinguish ·himseff by altering all that his predecessor has done?
-They used to do that, but I do not think they do' it so much ·new. ' The constitutions of the
'board do not ,change so much as they did. The diggers gen'erally now place con·fidence in those
'thathave been their servants for a'considerable time, and know that they have ,the benefit of their
,experience. With regard to my portion of- the district, ,there :have been only two· bye-laws· for the
,main question of mining sinee the Gold Fields Act came i~to operation.' One ofthem worked thi'ee
years·without any change, and' then in certain minor points required 'alteration, so we; revised iit
altogether and introduced a'new bye~la,v .. I might say with little alteration there has been but
one bye-law fell' that division of the district from the commencement of the mining boards.
8116. You think on aecount'of the great diversity of the requirements of' the different
:goH:l. fields, as manifested in the ,divisions 'and ,the same in the .'distriets,' that 'it, would, be
impractieable to have one general code ?-Yes, T think it would. ,I must say that· I·am in ;favor
'of'it, if 'praeticable; but, I would ratfl'Ol:' see it,lin' -the hands of a 'central board ·01' by mLitua.l
eo-operation of tl1emilting· boards. ,}'ilm'l>ittisfied"thlit-it would·lie a f:irce if'left, to' the Fill'liam~11t.
It w9ul.d he a matter of absolute impossibilHy"forParliament to"pass' a bye-law that would have
any' standing for any length of tinie"orl the~diggings.
,L
'
~
. 1:1117. But you say that 'except a very trifling change youI' bye-Iaw·has lasted from tl~e
cOlpmencenient?-Only ·in:,that 'd.ivision"; 'iI!'other pertiolis of the division there 'ha;"e been Hiueh
'more ft'equerit changes. . IJ object moi'e'to the·C1assilieatioi1· 'and 'codification, as proposed if-it is
to'be in the hands'of·the·Parliament; as that is'Dot a'bady permanently sitting;.! would',sooner'
see it in the hands of some detaehed body that could sit at, any time, '
8118. Have you·considered the best rrI~d.e, or defining"t.he rights and pl'ivHeges -of tIle
'miners, and as to the desirability of' granting generally larger areas' 'for' mining-. ancI residence
'pili'poses,' with a 'better, teimre.l.than 'is·provided',ilnder·th.e' existing ·bye-laws ?~I qu,ite agree 'that
it is desirable, but I think that-it -is ;possible!t~at this ·tenure,roigl1t :come 'in' contact wi,tll millin'g
on private, property.'
'. .
.
. .. 8119 .. In :what way ?!....LSuppS1~ing'you·give a d~gger'a l'igh,t to li;ake up an· aCre and give,him
a good tenu're tQ that, if. he'can take p01lse$si()~ of. an·'aere of g·round· that he knows to be aUl'iferous,
'independently' of hiselaim, he h;ts ·got'-possession,'and· ~ay prevent anybody, sinl"ing on it.,' ~'"
"
SlfW, You mean' for l'esidence':pul'posj'ls'?-Yesl it is'only·in.·eonnection.with the'mining
on priva~e'prop'el'ty,if provisio.n can be made·for that I'see n~ objectionto·it:.
.
, .' - 8121. What would'you think, ef the proposition·'to give,to:any claimhoJdCl's·wlw had
takeq. u,P ~ pipce of grou!1~ on prOW\l lan~s the privilege of' buying the fce'simple.of ,it so as:to
~becbme' the.actlla1·ownel's 'll1 fee' of ·the.c1U1m ·thM tlley work ?-"-I have not, consIdered that pomt
as'apar'nrimPiihemining on'priva.te p'roper.ty."'·;'i['~e:o~ly.objection .that lean see to .it is· the
:SpeculatiIJ.lIl:' If not a:bused, I,spe no ebjeeticlU.;to·it whateyel', .but'I,think it is Hahlel.to,a~use·;
'if ther£l were no limit put tp it undoubtedly.·i;t'·...vould lead to ~peculation: If..it could· be e.arried
'ouhafeIy I do'n'ot:see.':tny o~jection·totit with'a'view"of, giviug"abetter:toriur: anc1~addlDg to,
settlement,'· '., ..
" , . ' , ' ,"
. .;,
,
"-,
..
.'
t'; ;,
8122. 'H.ave yo~ any sug'gestions- -to :m~ke with regro..d·,tO'>the·~mining sm:yeyor<l,and
'l,cigistI'ars ?-I"(pay"so.y that we are"place!I')n:a:difficulty in 'one re~pect. ~ The,roining.,b.oard.s
Ivi'rtually' appo.int the surveyors. We: shall, lJayEt a ·vncancy ·here very ;shol'tly., 'II~ c:;h,ooslllg a
~S?;·~;eyoi· we have 'npthin.g,t'o guid!l: us 'bu~ 'tes~imouial?, ~o'Yl't'estimonhils are things ~that -are
"edsily concoeted at any.tn:n,e'; I do not gehey~:matestll1lO111al at'all. ',It must'~~one that Ih.ave
!~:'pel:~o'~.~t' knowle~ge of' as v'alua~re;' or ·I·,wqul? ~ pay no. 'ntt:enti0u ,tC!it,:whate."er.; :,~ -think it
f\vbhltl'be very ,adVIsable tJlat there'.should'l:Je some exammatlOn as a'tes~ of. ·the, caP.MltY' of- the
"candidate for the offict:l; we' have had one vC7i:y inefficient surveyc)!' here,'tfuiteincompetent....
, ; '';, ' 8123. Do you think a board' should l?e· appointed before ,which. thesej;ge~tlem~n s~lOuld
!go,"hu'4' if -they ';ver?' found compe~ent tt)". receive a certifieate of thell'!fit~ess ·i,: ';~l;~l; ~~. all
'c~':les'shou'ld be obtamed Defore then' appollltment should tnkeplaee ?-Yes"I thIllI. It.l1ot.only
.desirable but nec~ssary.. ".
~ ~
l~'f
~"'"
~
\.1,' ';""81'24. 'Do you "think' it, woilld -be "desiI:able, in ease' :a~ provision for t.exammmg m~n~ng
31l1'Ye3ibi's were' made;' that' all persons who consider themselveS' competent-to dlscharge'the dutIes,
,l
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and: wish to"give . evidence of their know
requil;edfO:r the satisfactOry 'pei'form!l,n~: O'f,E.Sa/Isbury,E3tJ.
their duties,might come' up at certain times
ass these examinations and receive 'Ilertific~tes;f 19th~62,
so that a list might in tliat waybe 'available whenevel' a vacancy' occurred anywhere througbJ
the country, that the Government would be able to choose from' a list of persons 'who hil:d:
all'elidy'passed tne exaniinations ?-Provided there was free competition in the matter, 'so·thO;lI
everybody was eligible to enter as a competitor,- I ~hink it would be very desirable. "I should
wish to remark with regal'd to the registrars, I quite coincide with the expression of opinion
giv'en by the present Administration, as to' the necessity' of' ip.creasing the che'6k upon the
l'egistrations and determining that the registrars have no 'property whatever in the district. We
have difficulties of that nature up here.
~ ,
..
,
S125. Have you considered the system of registration that is initiated in Ballaarat?-I
like.it very well, and I think it might be beneficially adopted everywhere:
S126. 'Have you considered the propriety'of pliying"the'mining surveyors by salal'ies
instead of fees ?-As a"gener<tl principle; I think ieis desirable that they should be'paid by ,the
State and not be left dependent upon fees.' 'I know 'that' i~ has been raised as an objection
to that that the duties'vary so much, and so do the fees, but I think that that objection can 'be
remedied in this way. In the district of Ballam'at there are several surveyors, because there is
a necessity for it; here we have only bne sUl'veyor for a ,vhole district for the four divisions; so
that virtually it equalises itself. Where there is a necessity for inereased strength, you can put
another surveyor, so that it might be equalised in that way far more simply than endeavoring to
equalise the'situati6n by the fees, and' then, when the surveyor is dependent upon'the fees for
his income, he might be'indueed to do what, if he had' a fixed salary, there might be no
temptation to do.
S127. What would be your opinion of having a certain fixed salary and giving a certain
per. ce,~tage of .the,fe?s to th~'surveyor, so as to .avoi~ the obj~ction that the surveyor might be
mdIfferent to hIS duties ?-If I advocated that, It would be Simply that a surveyor should hltve
a per' cefltage' as 'an' inducement to him to collect the revenue of the country. ,I would
advocate their having a per centage on that ground but' no other, not as a remuneration for their
.
services, but simply for collecting the fees so that the Government was not defrauded.
, . 812S ..Theil' :you a'pprove' o~ :i. fixed' salary with a per 'eentage of fees?-Yes, a per
centage' suffielent to mduce the surveyor to collect the fees.
'
, S'129. Woiild'You say U;n per cent?-1 do not think it ~ould be too much.
8130. 'Have you considered the question as to. the necessity for' and tl}e proper
organization of a distinct mining department in the Government, under the eharge of a responsible
minister ?-There are 8u'ch,:lconflicting opinions upon that subject.' I can only say that my
opinion is that it is highly desirable that we should have one distinct head, and that it should
be one department, but I do not know that I h9.ve any cause of complaint against the department; as it is now I think eyery thing seems to fall into its propel' place, but that may not
always be so, mld it is desirable at· all times if there is 'a danger ,of any inattention arising to
the duties, that it, should be made as simple as possible, and I should say certainly that it
should be a separate department, and one distinct head to it.
S131. From your long' experience in this difltrict, what is your opinion as to the prospects
of Ararat ?-I think that the division of Ararat bas a 'better prospect now than there has been
for some years} tlley nre just beginning now what the Ballaarat people have' been at for some
years, goirig into deep sinldilg; we have done so' some'time at Beaufort, and have claims there
as rich as some of the best claims 011 BaHam'at.
'
" S132. So that you think that, with giving extended areas and: good tenure,there is ample
encouragement hei'e for the' investment of capital and 'employment 'of labor r- Yes, we have had
a great deal of cnpital invested here within the' last n10nth. "
,,
,
, 8133. Do you tl'nce :my conhection between the incre'asingbl'ightness of the prospects ,of
Ararat and the increasing size of the areas ?-1 may sp,y that. from, time to time the disposition
showed itself first to prospect, and we encouraged it, as we were caned upon. I do not think
that the increasing size, of the ,claims has led to' the iI?ducement ,to prospect; but the discovery
of gold in other districts, in deep sinking, where there was tliought to be no probability of gold,
brts led to a desire to 'try the grourid in this district; and from tinie to time, as the difficulties
increase, so we increase, the areas ib 'propoi'tion, and' that' is one reason ~hy there is such a
·necessity for'speedy legislation,'
,
.
.
, .
,
s134. Supposing It similar 'po\ver was rto:w heHl bithe' Governor in Council, with regard
"
to these matters, as is now hGld with regard to leasing regulations; do not you think that that
would to some extent meet the difficulty you speak of ?-'-It 'would be making special cases.
L~a,.ving it ~n l:hepowel'.of 'the Qov'erl}or in'Coun,cil '\tJt!I(b~ ~n arbitrary, power altogether. '
.
8130. I-lave you observed that the increaslllgdispositro.n to enlarge the size of the claims
here bas iucreased .theJdispo,sitiqn of ea.pitalists t9 ,.invest"in. the' disb,ict ?-Certainlj; I always
find tbis, ,th~t !when th~reis any desire:e"inced', to e~~er' to',new mining speculations, and when
'they are met by ellcou~:;tgen;lCnt on 'the 'part of the b
t~ere ,is 4 p:r:oportionate disposition to
inerease that speculatioh. . Tha,t 'and th'e~fiuestlon ,qf iiip:ure 'arC'the~t)vo'most'importaut points.
'
'. ,
,Tenure, above all, is tlie rri'ost importimt point' the cl1pitalist. ' ,
, .' ,813ti.Are,fhere a~y other poiIJts ~hat oc~'iii' to.';ybuilpou',~hiCl1 to olrer~ny 'suggestions
to the Commission ?-:-.. ~rhere is. t,ne question :of the water ~upply; ."I 'cannot speak with regard to
this division, I do not know wllut its re~OIil'ces maY'be ,with, regard to'water, but I can 'state this,
~h~t it is ~?t .?Ull desir~?l~, Qut.,absolu,te,ly ;~ldcess~,l:y \tl~~<fi!ii'e'~1io,u~d'l?e :so~?thing d~ne for my
!part ~,~ t.h~ dlstnct. ,I~ we. could stOl'?, It" we ~It,:e' \1p!ul?I~plIt~d st:pp~y~f 'y~ter. It'lS the b6st
supplied gold field perhaps III the'colo'uy: . We have ample for out"reqUJrcments, and an outlay
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of a very few thousapd pounds would 'leave us without a want, and I have been striving very
I may state with regat'd to this season, we are three
or ,four months earlier with the dry weather than last, and our water has failed us now. Besides
this supply that I speak of, which has failed us, we have one reset'vOir in the Raglan division
which is utterly useless. We have a supply from the springs at Mount Cole. There :were
originally four races cut. Two or three of them are now in use, und these foul' races eover an
extent of, I dare say, getting on for 120 miles of cutting. I induced the Government to send
down an engineer, Mr. Jackson, to report on the subject, and he endorsed my views altogether.
Last year I could have got an insufficient sum from Mi'. Johnston, but then we should be placed
in the anomalous position that the owners of these races would be having tlteir property improved
by the Government.
'8137. Would they take a reasonable price for them, to buy them out and out ?-Yes ;
there is one company that offers their race for £3000, that race last year brought them, to my
knowledge, an income of between £400 and £500, and I reckoned up what they had got up to
the same date last year, and I think it came to £597; there is £ 1000 yielded by that property
during two years, which is offered to the Government for purchase for £3000.
8138. Are not two out of the three races dry ?-There is one of them that is never dry.
One company owns two races, they have pUl'chased two, ::mdthey divert their water from one to
the other, as they think proper; that company is ncver without watei'. I have never known
any season when they have been entirely without water, but in very dry seasons it fails them to
a certain extent. I have entered into an alTangement with that company to pay £3 a week all
the year round fOI' water, that is £1$0 a year from one customer, and I would be still more
willing to be a customer to the Government, because I should be certain of having an ample
supply of water.
8139. Are not these dry races really of very little value to the owners, who cut them in
the expectation of having a great supply of water ?-They are not dry. t suppose the last year
one of the companies was without water only for a space of two months tlll'ough the whole year,
and even that might have been remedied; the othel' one never failed, and I hav.e never known
it to fail eutirely.
'
8140. If the one mce were used instead of the three there would be an unfailing supply?
-If the three were used, there would be an unfailing supply, not trusting to its discharging itself
just along the race thrQugh the whole period of the year; but when an excess came in the
winter mgnths, storing it, for which there is such admirable means, and it is that storing that we
want the Government to do.
.
8141. Is there anything else that occurs to you to suggest to the Commission?I think not.

19t~:'::t862. hard with the Government to obtain that.
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8142~ How long have you been on the gold fields engaged in mining operations?-About

five years.
8143. Has that been in this district ?-At Pleasant Creek. My mining experience has
been confined entirely to quartz mining.
8144. Have you any suggestions to make witl~ regard to any improvement in the laws
regarding quartz mining in this district; are you working under a lease or under the miner's
right?-I am not connected with any company at all. We are three parties, a private partnership of three; we are working fifty head of st.ampers, and are working our own ground and
stone, but that ground we have acquired by pUi'chasing, not the ground, but the miner's right to
the ground. We are working Government land, but our right to work it has been bought from
miners who took it up previously.
,
. 8145. So that you in reality hold that under a miner's right now?-Yes, they could
give me no other title than under the miner's right now.
8146. Are you satisfied' with the present regulations in force ?-No; I should prefer a
responsible head of the department, and less power in the local boards, and compulsory surveys
likewise, that men should be compelled to define their boundaries.
.
8147. In all cases you would compel a man wIlen he tOok up a claim to have it surveyed
and registered ?-Yes, with a fixed scale of registration and,a fixed line marked, and a plan of
the ground, the same as I should for agricultural ground almost.
8148. Have you considered the question about the classification or codification of the
bye-Iaws?-I cannot say that I have gone in!,<> the matter at all. I. ':,as not aware that ~he
Commissioners were here, or would be hcre, unttl. yesterday. We are ralslllg now and crushlllg
400 to 500 tOllS of stone per week.
.
8149. Have you considered the question of selling auriferous lands at all ?-I should
consider it better to sell the gold with the land. I think that any private individual having
land, and imagining' gold is in it, will perhaps spend more money to endeavor ~o find that gold than
any individual miner will do with the liberty of rushing over that ground.
8150. So that you think. that would rather encourage than retard the development of our
mineral wealth?-I think it would increase it in many cases; men with capital would spend more
money to raise an ounce of gold than the actual receipts from the gold would be.
8151. What do you think would he the general feeling of the miners with regard to the
policy of selling the gold with the land 1-1 can scarcely give an opinion as to that. Alluvial
men, I think, would differ with it, but I think quartz miners would agree in selling the gold
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~ith the land. One great difficulty occurs to me, that with the present claims taken up there is
no possibility of an approach to them, some of them it would be impossible to get to unless
the surrounding claims were sold.
8152. You would not approve of the principle of selection 'Jefore survey?-No, I
should not.
.
8153 .. Any man wanting a claim t"hon!d mark out the ground he required, but there
should be certain regulations as to the form of his claim?-Yes, and I would confine him entirely
to the boundary, whatever the course of the lead was, that that boundary should not be changed.
8154. Do you think that the present leasing regulations.are suitable and fair?-I do not
conceive that there is any very great error in the present leasing re~ulations.
8155. Do you think the rent is a fair one, £2 lOs. an acre ?-I think it is. I should be
very glad to pay double that if I could get a lease, but I think the acreage in some cases is
rather too lal·ge. In a claim I have a share in we gave £10,000 for eighty feet on the line of
the reef, and we cannot
any lease for that. We only hold it under a miners' right.
8156. Have you applied for a lease ?-No, because the extent of the ground is not
sufficient.
8157. Would you think it n desirable chnge, that in all cases where claims are taken
up under miners' rights it should be optional with the owners of that claim to have a lease of it,
if they choose?-Yes, uncler certain restrictions, that the ground is 1I0t to be shut up.
8158. Do you think that anything that could be done to improve the tenure of claims
would tend to give conScIence and encourage enterprise ?-Yes.
8159. It is a kind of standing grievance amongst all intelligent miners, the insecurity of
tenure ?-It is.
.
8160. Are there any other points that occur to you ?-No, notl1ing more than the
establishment of !l school. of mines in connection with the mining museum. I think that is a
very necessary thing.
8161. Do you think that would tend to give .valuable information to the mining com. munity ?-I think it would.
8162. "From your experience in this district, what is your opinion as to the extent of the
mineral wea.lth here '(-I only know the various reef8 at Pleasant Creek, t,hey are not inexhaustible of course, but I should think there is work for ten years to come, and possibly more,
as fresh ground is opened and each year each machine crushes a little more, and you can
increase the yield of gold each season.
8163. Through gradual improvements in th~ machinery?-Yes, and from practice; you
requil'e to know the working, and the means of economising labor in various shapes.
8164. Have you found any general rule in Pleasant Creek, as to the relation between the
richness of the stone, taking a broad general view of it, und the depth; do you find, as a general
rule, that the surfa,ee is· the richest stone ?-At Pleasant, Creek, and I think in most other places,
the outcrop hus g\Clnerally been the richest, but I do not find a difference between from two to
three pennyweights. Where we are working now it is It quarry, almost its lower average is
perhaps twelve pennyweights, and its highest would be an ounce and a quarter; it will run a little
richer in plac(>s.
8165. Viewing the generality of this fact, that the portions of the reefs nearer the surface,
which are of course most cheaply worked, are, as a common rule, rather richer than at greater
depths which are more expensive to work, do you consider that it would be desirable for the
improvement of quartz mining prospects, to give very greatly increased areas ?-I do not see
that it is very necessary to have greatly increased areas through the depth of working; you
may require a little more elaborate machinery and a little more surface.
8160. Do you consider that there would be a great saving in the. sinking or unnecessary
shafts by giving greatly increased areas of a reef, which might be worked from one shaft, so
that larger companies might. by this great saving of unnecessary expense, render profitable the
investment of large capital, that would otherwise return little or no profit ?-There is no
doubt about that. Many claims have been what they term amalgamated, and have worked
from one shaft. By amalgamating three claims, and working from one shaft, it has reduced the
labor of the other two claims, as it were.
816i. Aud if only one shaft had been sunk in the first instance it would have been a
great saving?-Yes. The only question is, whether in giving a much increased area you are
not giving too mllelJ, perhap&, to one individual.
.
8168. What would be the harm in that 7-I .do not conceive there would be any harm
in it, but there might be an outcry amongst the il1dividual miners that there was not enough to
divide amongst the mass.
. 81B!). Do you thiuk, in quartz mining, the individual miner ought to be considered so
much as those who are able to furnish the requisite amount oe capital ?-I do not think so
myself, but thnt opinion may not be generally entertained. I have noticed, in most cases, the
individual miner;;, as far as quartz mining is concerned, are never the men who work the ground
for any length of time. As soon as they obtain a reef, whel,her it contains gold 01' not, they
generally come under some ditficulties or other from want of means to work it, and they sell ;
or, if they do not sell, they shephet'd foJ' It length of time, demanding an enormous price perhaps.
8170. Surely you do not consider that advantageous ?~No, but sllch is my impres1:lioll.
8171. Your opinion is, that it would be, on pnblic grounds, the best policy to increase the
area of the quartz reefs ?-On public grounds, certainly. It no doubt would create a yeU for a.
time.
8 I 72. Has your experience led you to the impression that a miner is not, at all times, the
No. 10, () l!.
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best judge of his own interest ?-He is not certainly. I have interests in several portions and
some entire claims, but I have acquired the whole of mine by purehase.
S173. From parties you found in the position you describe, of being. unable to work i~
themselves ?-Yes.
s174. With the machinery and the processes that you use, how many pennyweights to
the ton would yield a f~ir amount of profit on the capital invested ?-We have worked ruther
expensively there; we could not compete with the Black Hill and those companies. Our
expense of raising will vary fl'om six shillings to twelve shiliings per ton, that is, includincr
timbering, for, in working these very Im-ge reefs, at a depth of about 400 feet the timbering
requires to be very heavy; ours is a quarry in extent, but it is about 400 feet underground;
the reef is very thick in many places, twenty-five feet thick.
8175. How many pennyweights to the ton would yield a reasonable profit ?-J have never
made any calculation. We can crush, I think, at about six shillings; the actual cost would
be, perhaps, two pennyweights a ton for crushing, and about two pennyweights more for raising.
S176. So that about five pennyweights would pAy a reasonable profit ?-Yes.
S177. And yet the average yield of the reefs in your neighborhood is very greatly in
excess of that ?-Yes, that is taking only the cost to ourselves; we do not crush for the pu blic ;
the cost of crushing to the public would be fifteen shillings a ton now. The act.ual cost I have
given does not include the wear and tear of machinery and replacing of capital. With the
present- appliances there is ground at Pleasant Creek that I should not be at all afl'aid of investing
£10,000 in had I the area.
.
8178. What are the processes that you adopt for the extraction of the gold ?-Nothing
but very minute pulverising, and coppering and silvering the tables.
.
S179. Do you roast the quartz ?-Yes, we calcine the whole of it.
!:l180. Do you find that beneficial ?-Yes; there is a great deal of arsenic in it, and an
immense quantity of iron pyrites, and it sends off many of those things in vapor that would pre~
vent the amalgamation if crushed raw.
S181. Do you treat the pyrites 'and arsenic separately from the gold ?-No ; a certain
portion of the pyrites will float on the silver; we save these by spunging and crushing, and
recrushing again.
81S2. What is the amalgamating process you use ?-Nothing but common retorting; we
have never had any other amalgamator.
81S3. Do you use the blankets at all ?-No; we have tried them; but I believe in copper
charged. I would like to see a copper table, if it was possible, half a mile long. I think it is
desirable to have a large surface, but not too wide.
8184. Do you think there would be any ohjection on the part of the owners of deep quartz
mines to admit a Government inspector ?-I should not think so; I should be only too happy. I
wish that it was compulsory. I think it is very necessttry, even for our own protection, not only
our life but our property, that we should not be subjected to the bad working of a neighbor. An
accident may occur that brings down ground and destroys life, and possibly destroys our apparent
wealth altogether. I should prefer to see a Government inspector, to make it compulsory that
ground should be properly secured.
.
8185. Do -you think that a mining school and mining museum, which you recommend,
might be used advantageously as an examining institution, also for examining mining surveyors
and mining inspectors, to see that they thoroughly understand the mechanics for timbering and
construction of machinery and the geological subjects that they require to know ?-I think it is
highly neeessary that the mining surveyors should undergo a very strict examination, Ilnd that it
should be a Government appointment, and not vested in the mining board, I do not think we
require any very great change in the laws here or in other parts of the colony for quartz
mining, and the same laws would apply in one place as in another.
SISC. If certificated mining inspectors write appointed, you think they would be favorably
received by the greater number of the owners of quartz mines?-Yes; anyone of common sense
would be only too happy to receive them.
S187. Have you any further suggestions to offer to the Commission ?-There is nothing
- . else occurs to me.
TIle witness witlldrew.
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Mr. J. W. J. Guttierrez examined.
81S8. You are connected with the quartz mines at Pleasant Creek ?-I am.
8189. Have you been long engaged there ?-I have been engaged in quartz mining six
years and a half, and three years and a half in alluvial, and seven years out of that I have been
a practical man; it is only this last three years 1 have left off as a practical man.
8190. What do you think of the practicability of carrying out a classification -and c?d.ifi~
cation of the mining board bye-laws ?-It can be easily done. I was a member of the millIng
board at one time here.
8191. And you think there is not any great practical difficulty in classifying and codlfy~
ing the bye-laws ?-Not the least in the world, that I can see.
8192. If it can be so done, do you think it desirable ?-I do indeed; it is the only thing.
to save the mining interest.
8193. Han) you considered the question of the propriety of selling auriferous l.ands ?I have. I cannot coincide with that; 1 cannot see how they can be sold. I do. not mmd them,
being sold if you could sell them, but if you sell a piece to me and sell other pieces all round,
how can I find roads to mine;
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8194. If the auriferous lands were sold, the presumption would be that they would be
properly surveyed, 'With right of access to them ?-In our case you could not do it; the different
reefs intersect eaeh other, one one way and one the other, and in fact it is all reef; and if you
would keep one part from sale for a roadway pel'haps that very part might be the course of the reef.
8195. If these reefs had been sold and properly surveyed in the first instance, the difficulties you now suggest would not have arisen ?-N"o.
.
8196. What is your opinion as to the soundness of the policy of selling- the gold with
the land; do you think it desirable that whenever a claim has been taken up and the parties
have really commenced work in earnest, that they should have the option of buying it ?-Yes,
after they have held it a cert.ain time.
8197. In case it could not be sold, do you think the difficulty might be met by leases
being giveu for it ?-If you alter the way in which they are at present issued.
8198. You, for one, object to the present leasing regulations ?-One of the clauses
of a lease that I hold compels us to have it surveyed and sections given; and to show
how that affects us-we are only a small company and a very poor one-and I ha\'e heard from
Mr. Usher here, the mining surveyor, that he must have plans aud sections of all the workings,
and I told him we had no surveyor, but as soon as we could get one we would do it ; and in
anSWel' to that be told us thl1,t although they were to be sent in subject to his approval it did
not prevent him taking it, so that we were to employ the surveyor and let him approve of his
own work. I did not exactly see the force of that, and we found another surveyor and asked
him his charge. His charge is £25 for the first surveys, and £50 a year afterwards.
8199. Is that nil'. Usher's charge ?-Yes; I have the correspondenee at home. Since
then Mr. Usher has sent three times to us for plans and sections of the ground over again,. and
as the manager of the company I felt warranted in declining to hand them to him, I would
mther piteh up the mining lease.
.
8200. Have you ever made any complaint to the Government about this ?-No, I am
simply keeping still for Mr. Usher to get the Government to complain of me; I have all the
correspon~ence ill perfect order. Mr. Usher friglJtened me into getting it surveyed, because the
first survey he came and told me, in a very curious manner, that all the works were under his
snperintendence, and I said we have a first-rate underground managel', and his reply was, "Oh!
I will teach him something."
8201. You never took any notiee of that ?-No; I have been very careful not to say
anything to him, but to have it all down in pen and ink, by corresponding with him, so that I
can show it. That is the first part of the mining lease where it hurts us. In the mining lease
it says that every six months we shall furnish to the mining surveyor plans and sections of the
workings for the use of tlie Government; I have no means of doing that; I have thirty-tollr lllen
at work there and not a man that can do it, and we have to send to Ballaarat, and £25 is the
charge for a surveyor coming up here to take a survey. We have to pay the Ararat surveyor
£3 to corne up to Pleasant Creek.
8202. The mining surveyor of the district ?-Ye.s; if we have to get his evidence in
the court, £3 It dny, and £1 lOs. for travelling expenses as well. Then he has a scale of fees
fixed by the mining board, but they :ne not observed the least in the world.
8203. Does he chHrge in excess of them ?-Yes.
8204. Do you think any improvement would arise by paying the surveyol' a salary
instead of fees ?-Yes, pay him a salary, and let him charge a fee, but 1Iot for him to have them,
and let us have other surveyors as well; one surveyor fOl' Ararat, !lnd Pleasant Creek, and Fiery
Creek, and Navarre, and Lundsborough is not suflicient. Then, ,,'e have to pay the mining
surveyor £10 101' marking out the claim when we apply for It lease; thftt is merely putting in
foul' pegs, and then, if we require a slight extension of the ground we have to pay ;[10 more.
8205. In many cuses, besides putting those fonr pegs in, which ill itself in scrubby ground
is an expensive operation, the surveyor has to connect those four pegs with a fixed point so as to
mark out the block on a general map ?-Yes; I do not mind so much about the first £10 as about
the other. I am not at all complaining of the first £10, but I am complaining of having to pay
for an extension.
8206. Are you in fayor of mining on private property?-As I have not thought about it,
I would ralher not say anything about it.
'
8207. Have YOll any suggestions as to the altering the powers of the wardens ?-I have
not the least fault to find with the warden we have, or any other warden; in fact, except
that I would give the warden more power and take some away from the Court of ~1ine3, instead
of, having these cases postponed to the· Court of ;'\'lines and put the miner to so much
inconvenience and procrastination, and keep him three months idle, I think the warden's court
might be used inst,~ad.
8208. Would you give him concurrent jurisdiction with the Court of Mine" to the full
extent, or only up·to £200 ?-I would go beyond that. Not the warden alone, but the warden
and assessors; but I would not have the assessors chosen as they are now. As they are chosen
now, I will amwer for it a £ 10 note would put on all Englishmen, or Irishmen, oi' Scotchmen,
whiche .. el' was the best for the party litigating.
8209. Have you formed any opinion as to the desirability of having a mining depart~
ment ?-I should think it would be a great improvement.
8210. Are these opinions participated in by the miners in your district ?-I have not
heard one man against it, they all think it would be an improvement.
8~11. Is there anything else you have to suggest to the Commission ?-As to the best
mode of developing our mineral resources. I think in some parts, in place of making these large
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dams that are now being made, we have two on Pleasant Creel" and I never saw them applied·to
1~~~tS62. anything at present, one of them is about two miles away, and where it is there is one tent there.
,
1 think in place of having these dams, if we could have some machinery to take the water out
of the ground it would be an immense 'improvement; I think it might be done by a sort of aid
system, let-the miners furnish one part and the Government the other.
8212. Do you think the Government should assist in draining the ree~s ?-Yes, and
economise the water afterwards; and as a quartz miner, I think all quartz miners would coincide
with the Government rm:king a trial shaft to see whether our reefs are permanent or not. I do
not think we r€f.!uire that up here at all, we have proved them permanent here.
8213. Do not you think there would·be an objection to calling' upon the Government to
make a trial shaft, that if there was a shaft put down, and it indicated a want of permanence
the miners would not be satisfied; they would say that you should have put a shaft down somewhere else, and then you would have found it permanent, so that in reality calling upon the'
Government to incur the expense of making a trial shaft would not settle the question ?-As
we are at present, the miners in Victoria really do riot know whether the reefs are permanent or
. only, as they have been supposed to be proved in some places, just bits of spurs on the top, which
go down 100 feet or 200 feet, and then run out•.
8214. Do you think that where, as is· commonly the case, the quartz reefs have been
proved by the miners, to 200 feet it would be very desirable that increased areas should be
granted, so that the quartz miners might work the reefs for great lengths with one set of
machinery and one shaft to that depth ?-You cannot do that, it is all held, the increased area.
cannot be allowed; you only want it one way, and it is all held in pieces of 100 feet.
8215. You are speaking of Pleasant Creek as it is now held, that question would apply
to new reefs ?-Y ou cannot take them up in that way; as soon as a fresh reef is found out it
is taken up at once by all.
.
8216. Do you think it desirable that a number of persons taking up those reefs might
h,ave the law 80 adjusted that they could combine and ·take up a great length of l'eef, as one
party working from _one shaft and one set of" ml\chinery [-SO they can now up here, in fact
two men here can hold a whole reef .by simply putt.ing it in somebody else's name; they cannot
take it up, but they can send men out to lDark out claims on the reef, and two days afterwards
give tlwm £1 each for their share and the whole reef belongs to them. So that you see you can
do almost as you like, except of course the. thing you want to do to make progress, and that
you cannot on account of the mining boards; and not one member of our mining board knows
anything about quartz mining; one of them supposes he does, but really he does not.
8217. Do you think that, if the Government would be justifie~ in giving. assistance' in
the way of sinking trial shafts, it would be a better way that the Government should give a
subsidy to sink a shaft already sunk 300 or 400 feet another hundred feet, instead of sinking a
new shaft?-Yes, I think that might be done; but we have no necessity for it up here,
and then the Government would not run the .chance of being so imposed upon as they have
been.
.
8218: Do you think that the demands made on the Government for p~ospecting in past
years have been improperly .spent ?-Every farthing of it; it is almost as bad a swindle as
making these large reservoirs. The only thing, if the Government are going to expend any
more money in prospecting, is this, to say that they will pay fur finding gold far away, but
giving the chl1nce of finding gold half a m.ile away from a place.
.
8219. But you do not think the Government is called upon to pay the expenses of
prospectors ?-Not at all.
8220. Would you reward prospectors with extended claims ?-I think that would be
.
better than giving money at all.
8221. Do you think that if the additional sinking at the expense of the Government in
.a shaft already sunk gave an unsatisfactory result, the question would be considered settled by
the miners ?-No..
8222. That is to say, they would require another .trial shaft being sunk somewhere else?
-1 think they would ask it.
'
8223. Do you think that, in practice, if the Government consented to sink one tdal shaft,
they would be called upon to sink a' very great number ?-I think they wou.ld. I think the
people on Sandhurst might expect that if we had one on Pleasant Creek they should have one
too; but I do not think that _ope trial shaft would be any trial ii'om the way the quartz reefs
are. I never found two reefi:! that were alike. We have some reefs that you could run down'
100 feet; and you may try ano~her hunured and never find anything else. The. cross reef up in
Pleasant Creek which is one of the best in the colony, went out at about 230 teet; on the first
claim they sunk about sixty or seventy feet, and we have just found it again.
8224. So that you think, from your experience as a qual'.tz miner, that the sinking of a
trial shaft could not really, from the dissimilarity of the quartz veins, give a satisfactory result?
-1 think not.
8225. It would only be a trial, in fact, for the special spot where it ·was sunk ?-I do Dot
know tl1at exactly. Here we have solved a very great ques.tion as to the lichness of the reefs
further down. My experience has not led me to the concluSlOn that they become poorer as they
.go further down.
.
8226. How have you found that. When you commenced at the cap of the reef, at what
depth from the cap have you known it richer at any great depth than at the surface [-:-On the
top of one reef I c1'usl1ed forty ounces to the ton. I followed that down about ten 01' fifteen feet
and it was all gone, .and at 100 feet nothing at all, and perhaps another 100 feet along the. course
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they found a little gold. Go further down and YO!l will come upon it splendid, and you can crush
100 ounces to the ton; that is in the Great Northern Company, Pleasant Creek; . that is with
picked stone; that. is what I speak of; picked stone in the first place; I mean taking out oue
particular portion of the reef, not picking the stone when quarried.
8227. The 100 ouuces to the ton would not be the yield of the whole breadth of the
reef ?-Certainly not.
8228. At what depth was that ?-About 230 or 240 feet, that is one instance; the other
is the cross reef we are working now, 410 feet. At 360 feet, six ounces to the tOIl it averaged,
the average on the other portion has not been so much as that.
8229. 18 that a good sized reef where you get the !;ix ounces to the ton ?-It is from
three to five feet.
8230. And is the whole face of that stone taken out ?-Y eil.
8231. Did you know the eap of that reef ?-I did.
8232. What was the yield of that (-The cap of that· reef would go about twelve ounces
to the ton taking the outside spur, and the rest went sixteen pennyweights; you might put the
average of it about two ounees or two and a half.
8233. So that where you are now working, taking the body out, is better than the cap rYes, far better.
•
8234. Have you considered the question as to the desirability of establishing a school of
mines ?-I have not thought of it at all.
8235. What is your opinion as to the prospects of this district as a mining district (-I
think Pleasant Creek is in its infancy. I can show claims there that we shall never see worked
out, reefs thirty fcet thickness and five to eight pennyweights to the ton.
8236. So that you think, with security of tenure and proper regulations, there is ample
scope there for the investment of capital for some time to come ?-:-Yes, we can take all the
capital up at Pleasant Creek that you can furnish us with.
8237. Is there anything else occurs to you ?-There is the insecure tenure of the miner's
right. If my miner's right gets lost or stolen or mislaid, anyone might go and take a share of
mine worth £2000.
8238. What would you think of a suggestion that, instead of anyone being enapled to
deprive you of your elaim under these circumstances, you should be liable to a certain fine ?-1
would not mind £10.
8239. And date the new miner's dght back to the date of the last ?-Yes; so long as
you do not put us out of court. At the last Court of Mines a case came to an end in a party
of fifteen shareholders, because one miner's right was not there, the man was absent.
.
8240. To meet a ease of that kind, would you not think it desirable that, supposing one
man was minus a miner's right, he should be subject to a fine, but that it should not prejudice
his partners ?-Yes, nor his own property; but only make him liable to a moderate fine.
824]. What would you think of a further suggestion, to give a man a right to take a
miner's right for five or ten years 7-Yes; that would be an advantage, not only that if he lost
it he should not lose his claim, but have an opportunity of getting a fresh one, either by paying
for it, or making an affidavit that he had lost it.
8242. If the mining board laws were classified and codificd, and passed into an Act of
Parliament, do you think there is any necessity for continuing the mining boards ?-Not the
least in the world, and the sooner you do away with them the better it would be for the comfort
of the miners generally.
.
.
8243. You say that as an old member of the mining board here ?-1 do, indeed.
The witness withdrew.
Adjourned.
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Present:
The Hon. J. B. HUMFFRAY, Esq., M.P., in the Chair;
Professor McCoy,
1
C. Mollison, Esq.
Henry Smith, Esq., C.E. (mining surveyor, St. Andrews), examined.
. 8244. How many years have you acted in the eapacity of mining surveyor in thi S
country?-About six or seven.
.
8245. You were a number of years on Ballaarat?-I was.
8246. Have you paid any attention to the character and approximate extent of our mineral
resources7-I have.
8247. Will you state what the result of your investigation has been ?-1 have visited
Cape Paterson officially, and examined the eoal beds there and at Griffith's Point, which is contiguous; they are in the same coal field, and I found the coal of very good quality of the kind
characterised at 110me as household coal, in contradistinction to steam coal. The Newcastle
N.S.W., coal is steam coal, Cape Paterson is more bituminous, and more of the class of Lambto~
and Hetton and Stewart's wallsend at home.
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8248. Have you examined that district sufficiently to be able to state the approximate
'extent of the carboniferous deposits there ?-They al'e very ,extensive,' bu't the shafts are
1863. limited in depth, so that very few seams are yet' cut, but those that have been cut are remarkably good at the ,outcrop for such shallow workings; the' coal here is better in the outcrop
than the coal at home. There is reason to suppose, as we go deepe'r, the quality will much
improve,
8249. Have you considered the best mode of developing the coal fields of this country?
I have. I think ,that the Government should foster the coal in'tet~est hed3. One of the great
difficulties has been partly remedied lately, that is, the ~pproach to the coal' field by sea. They
have laid down moorings, but· those only partially answer the purpose, imd the only shipping
place where a vessel can at all wea~hers ride is at some distance from Cape Paterson. A vessel
lying at the moorings, if a south or south-east wind were to spring up, would not be sufficiently
protected; a vessel must slip her cable and run out to sea, and that is a stn,te of things that is
not at all encouraging. 'fhere are not many persons probably that would r~n the risk of that.
The only mode'of remedy is to consti'uct a tramway to Western Port under the shelter of Cape
W oollami. ThM might be a common t;hipping place (or all the neighboring. coal fields. There
is.no doubt at all that as the coal is of good quality, ,and as they go de,eper the seams are being
discovered thicker, the coal field will extend.
, 8250. It will be permanent ?---Yes, and the great advantage that that coal field will have
over the Newcastle, KS.W" coal field is in the freight. The freigpt from '~ewcastle'here is now
twenty-one shillings; that would be always a great protection to the coal here. The strata, as they
sink deeper, become more settled; there are w.qat are termed jumbles at the top, overlying the
regular strata, nnd that is no doubt one reason why the Cape Paterson coal'fif3Jd has been rather
disparaged; but it has been found that as they go deeper the strata is nior:e regular. The jumbles occur at two places, one at, Griffith's Point and the other at Cape' Paterso~, and those who
looked at the coal field at first would form a very unfavorable opinion 'from ,the' very dittiointed,
disrupted state of the upper strata.
'
, , ~'
.
"8251. Do'youthink there would be sufficient encorirageinent for 'private enterprise to
make all the necessary tramways and moorings, and so on, to convey the coal without,taxing the
gener~l public for the benefit.,9f private companies
\vori,ld,' supposing the Government were
'"
,
to give leases for a sufficient extent' of time. , "
, 8252. Would leases for fifteen years, with a right of renewal, give· ~utlicient encouragement ?-I think it would with the right of renewal, but not without it.' "I
'
,
8253. Do you think by giving large areas in the sHape of' claim's an(ilong period leases,
at a moderate rent, that ought to be sufficient?~Yes, imd encourageineilt to'hying down a tramway, that is most important.
.
I '
,
"
8254. Do not you: think there' is sufficient encouragement to pity foi"the cOIl'structioll of
the tramroad without taxing the Goverllment ?-Yes, I think there \\'Olald,provided the tenure
were'ofsutlicient length of-time, 'and' fostered in evei'y WaY,wliich an eIiterprise' of that nature
would claim. I think it is very important th'at a conip'arative analysis, should be made of the
coals 'here, to enable tHe public to' form a proper opiIiion Of their relativevhliie. If the' Government analytical chemist were authorised or requested to make a compnrnti've analysi;>., ~ think it
would be'very desirable. It is!a long and expensive'pi'ocess, slichas a J)'l'ivate chemist would not
take upon himself; but it is a tiiost 'impol·t,ant nation'al subject to' kll0W its comparative valuJ,
and I think our coal ,vQuld come'out'very favorablyiri.deed'iri regard to quality. "
"
.
8255. Are there any other points upon which you wish ,to giye evidence to the Commission ?-:J 'have been at the'ktiolih deposits at Bulla-'bulla frequ'ently, and 'I find that tho'deposits
there are very large and of great value. It.is quite, a ,new subject, and every day it is applied
to purposes for which kaolin was never supposed to be applicable, such us wine fining and many
purposes of that kind, the kaolin here being so pure and good; I believe it is a purcr material than
has ever been found before. ~here is also almost a pure magnesia deposit interstmtified with the
kaolin, that is receiving more attention than it has; and companies have been formed for "forking it. ,
8256. What is the value of the kaoli!! when prepared for the mHcrket?-About £5 per tOll.
8257. Will that pay for the carriage home ?-Yes, most handsomely,
8258. Is it free from.:mica?'-,- Very' free. It appears 'from the report at the exhibition
that the quartz and' the decomposed felspar are mixed just' in the proportion that the potters
require it. There is also a deep bed of lignite, discovered a few days ago in the same nejghbor~
hood at Bulla-bulla.
"
8259. Are there any other matters' that you can suggest with' ~egard to the mineral
resources of the colony [-I may mention the cement works at Snapp'er Point, 'which ,come
nnder mv supervision oceasionally ; ,they are now erecting kilns on a better principle than they
have hitLerto been able to do,' anti puttill'g up' 'better machinery, and'tHeW'in ail probability the
" cement will ,be ' vcr:y good. ' Cement works require to be on rather a large scale to ans,ver,
8260, Do you think therO'is an ample supply of material there'?-Yes, 'any amoubt of'
everything that is required.
'
.
821:31. Have you examined any of'the cement they have made ?-t:.J have not tested it as
to its strength; it is about to be done.
8262. Have you anything to 'suggest upon any other subject oft,eri,quiry by tIle COtn~
mission ?-,JThere, is no dou'bt that we should have a mining department;l\the~'time' 'has im'ived
when the o'ld unwieldy mining boai'ds should be'done away with, and' we"should' have a lllinii{g
dep.trtment under a minister.
..,
"',
'
8263. Do you think 'it wourdhe an i,mprovement to have the bye~la:,vs:' dlassifidd 'alld
codified, and the mining boards supe;seded as legislative bodies ?-Yes, the necessit!, fOl' !nining
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boards is done away with entirely. At the period they were established the subject of milling
legislation was so little understood that it required the assistance of practical miners to give
the information, hut now that time has gone hy; they have been useful in their time, but that
time has now gone b y . ,
8264. What is your opinion as to the desirability of establishing a school of mines
That would be very usefui indeed. The course of instruction adopted by the school of mines
should be part of the civil service examination as applied to mining officers.
'
8265. Would you think it desirable that all applicants for appointments as mining
surveyors should undergo all examination ?-Yes, most decidedly; it is most important.
8266. And that none should be recognised except those that had obtained certificates of
fitness ?-Quite so.
8267. What is your opinion of the prospects of the mining interests of Victoria at the
present time ?-They could not well be better, I should say.
. 8268. You think there is no justification for the opinion that the country is about being
worked out ?-Not the slightest. It requires increased means in tIle shape of capital to meet the
present state of things, but there is any quantity of gbld no doubt remaining.
8269. And you think with better appliances there is ample encouragement of labor and
capital for a long time?-No doubt of it.
8270. Does anything else suggest itself to your mind upon the subject of the enquiries of
the Commission ?-I think not; but I will furnish the Commission with a copy of my report
and plan of the coal fields of Newcastle, N.S. W., which are very extensive workings, more so I
think than is generally supposed here.
ft
8271. Is there a government mining department in New South Wales ?-Yes ; I found
at Newcastle, N.S.W., an establishment with a dist.rict mining surveyor and an assistant, with
large rooms, containing plans of the whole district and specimens of everything that had been
found, showing the whole of the carboniferous series, very complete, indeed, the plans were
placed at my disposal and the whole dish'ict most carefully explained, and every'information was
given which I required. Every facility was offered for ohtaining information, and that was of
great value in making my report.
. .
8272. Would you recommend that some similar facilities should be offered in this country
to those you found in New South Wales ?--Tes, most certainly. I believe there is quite as much
information here as is found there, but it is not so accei¥lible to the public here.
The witness withdrew.
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William Clarke, junior, Esq.,' examined.
8273. Have you had considerable experience in connection with mining companies in
this colony ?-Yes; a very ;arge experience in quartz mining.
8274. Have you considered the question ·of selling the auriferous lands ?-Yes ; my
impression i~, that all the lands that have been worked and partially abandoned, or abandoned,
should be ~old, -ivhether they are quartz or alluvial.
8275. What has led you to that conclusion ?-I think that if the population were settled
upon the ground they wOJlld be satisfi~d, having a better secmity of tenurp., with a smaller yield
than otherwise.
8276. You think it would encourage settlement?-Yes, the ground would be turned to
account in other ways as well as for gold mining.
827'7. What 1vould you consider the abandonment of ground ?-Any piece where there
are no claims- registered upon it under miners' rights.
8278. Then you would apply the word a,bandoned to gl'ound which had been once
.
worked, but was no longer worked whether exhausted or not ?-Yes.
82i9. Would you think it desirable to sell any known auriferous land that had not been
worked, or would you limit it to abandoned ground of the character ·you speak of?-I do
not think it advisable at present to sell land that has not been worked, for instance, on
deep alluvial leads I think it would be bad policy to sell the lands.
8280. Have you any other suggestions upon that point to make to the Commission ?Nothing else.
'
8281. In selling it, would you sell it by auction ?-Yes.
8282. Haye you considered the question of title to claims forfeited and jumping ?-Yes;
I should recohlmend that with regard to the jumping system, if jumping is permitted at all, the
miners should pay some compensation, or be liable to pay a compensation to. the former workers
in the ground for the underground works that may hll;ve been put in. It is possible at present
to jump a claim where there may be very considerable improvements put in under the ground;
. which ali benefit the person who is jumping. If he is allowed to come into that land without
paying any proportion of the cost of putting these. }vorks in, I consider it wrong. I think that
the persoll should be bound, say for six or twelve months, to abide by an assessment of the
value of the improvements put in.
"
8283. Supposing that the parties previously in ·possession had fully and substantially
violateq all t.he conditions ,uJ?der which they held the land, according to either the leasing
regulations or any other regulations in force, what title would they have at all to any such,
valnation of th(lir impl'?,vements ?-Ido hot think that their brcaking thecollditio~s is sufficien,t'
to take away their property. I think tl~ey have put so lllUCh .prop~rty into the land, and that it
ought to be paid for by the next comer in.
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8284. You would then continue to locl~ up that claim until some one choose to entail upon
themselves the responsibility of paying for the improvements in the claim ?-Only for a certain
20th JIUl., 1863•. time, say twelve months.
.
8285. Why would you limit it to twelve months ?-I think it is necessary to limit it to
some time. If the peopie had not entirely abandoned the ~bims 01' ganc out of the country.
they should be looking after them,. and I think twelve months. would "be about thc time that
would be reasonable; the works would be continually damaging by neglect, and the object would
be to try and give as much advantage of the work already done in the daHns as possible to the
next comer.
"
8286. Why SilOUld he be entitled to any advantage ?-He is not absolutely entitled to
'
advantage, bllt it would be' a loss to the country to neglect it.
.
8287. If the work remaining in the ground is still useful to the new cornel', why should
he not pay a reasonable amount for it before he takes possession, even after twelve months had'
elapsed ?-My notion is, that he may be called upon to pay a compensl~tion during any period,
say tW'elve months, after he hits jumped the claim .
.8288. Why should he not pay before he goes into possession ?-He cannot jump it before
he goes into possession.
8289. Supposing it has been left so long idle that the claim is forfeited ?-The man may
have abandoned it and gone to New Zealand, and left the colony entirely. If he has left it for
more than twelve months we may infer that he has left it and abandoned it altogether. The works
are continual!y decaying under ground, llnd two years afterwards might not be of any value at all.
8290. Would twelve months be always a reasonable time, supposing the person had
business in Europ~
think so, because he has no business to have t), claim un'der a miner's
right if he has business in Europe.
8291. What officer or tribunal do you think wouhl be desirable to decide the two
questions, first as to whether any benefi,cial improvements had been done, and if so, what would
be the propel' assessment of compensation ?-I should think the warden and assessors.
8292. Would you give a right of appeal to the Court of Mines as in ordinary case~.-Yes.
H293. Have you any suggestions to make with regard to the wardens and mining
surveyors and registrars ?-No.
8294. Do you think that shepherding should be tolerated at all on the gold fields, and if
so to what extent, including the system of registration, which has been a new name for
shepherding ?-I think it ought to be disallowed. If a person takes a lease from the Crown of
mining land, he is bound to carry out certain conditions within a certain time, and a miner under
a miner's right has far greater privileges than a person under a lease at present,. because the
miner can register his claim and keep it for years without doing anything, whereas a leaseholder
is compelled to make an outlay for machinery and employ a certain number of men upon his
works under pain of forfeiture.
8295. Yon think, then, that shepherding should be discountenanced?-Yes.
82.96. Do you think that that would have a prej udicial effect upon the mining' interests
in some districts ?-I think the issuing of leases should be encouraged as much as possible
,
instead of allowing shepherding.,
8297. Have you considered the question of mining partnership at all ?-It has been
a question that has been very mU'ch under my notice.
8298. Have you any suggestions to 1l1ake with regard to mining partnerships ?-I think
it would be necessary to consolidate the laws of mining partnerships; at present, it is very
difficnlt for companies to get along at all. Many companies under Haines's Act have
fallen through through non-fulfilment of the conditions of the Act than anything else,
al'ising from complieated conditions in the Act~ Ireland's Act has been the one I have been
using. I find it very simple and very easy to work under, but there might be many.
improvements maqe upou mat; the registration is not sufficiently easy. I think, with an
improved system of registration, Ireland':; Act would work very well indeed. Pyke's Act places
tot;> much power in the manager's hands. He has the power of mortgaging, and I think he can
mortgage even without the consent of the other partners, if debts have been incurred; under
Ireland's Act the company cannot get into debt.
8299. But supposing the company wants to get into debt, is not a provision of that kind
rather an obstruction than an assistance ?-Xo. If the public wer(' used to Ireland's Act they
would find a great benefit by it, because they can borrow under Ireland's Act although they
cannot get into debt j the property cannot be made away with by any process of law; but they
may go into debt by issuing preferent shares, and they may bear, any: amount of interest.
~300. Would you not thereby lower the value of the ordinary shares?-Yes j but the
persons holding the ordinary shares would in most cases take up the preferent shares to secm'e
themselves. In one instance, the whole of the. preferent shares were taken up by the ordinary
shareholders of the Eaglehawk Mining Association at Tarrangower.
8301. Are you in favor of a strictly limited liability in partnership law, that a ll1an
should not be called upon to be responsible for more than the actual value of his shares, or at
most double the amount of his shares ?-I am in favor of an entirely open liability, unlimited
liability to the fullest extent in mining shares; but the public are not with me on that point,
they want a strictly limited liability.
8302. Does not an open liability tend rather to discourage the taking up of shares ill
companies by merchants alld others ill anq. about Melbourne. who cannot possibly exercise any
supervision ovcr the working of the claims ?-If the Cornish cost book system is properly
carried out a man can at any time determi?8 his liability, because he can relil!quish his shares,
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~nd tl:!ereby'he !~fe~.,all,benefitil1 the,m,jne. I do ,:not ,~<?9~ ~<?,~hebenefit of..the individual,.:I
lj:!ok' ~~ tH!3 beIH~1!t i{ tJ.ie' mi~Q,;, ~ pu~ that. iIi ,17 p,~e~~IJ}Iuaritpps~t~(l~ ; a mine if once, comm.enced
fIlust pe ~arrieq on" l.do +\ot ,~I~m~ th~ C!l~'nrsh mllles'1Yq!ll~,;~;1I.er hllVel)een -worked WIthout
the Cornish system.
,
,
8303. What is ,yoff! ,$)pi:nion !ts to, the ,prmdes ,which, are now, used so extel!sively in
'Voting fQr eitper the appointmen~ or, "d,~spl3ccement .9f: directors of minjng companies ?-I think
tpat. ~l.Wy, ough~ t~ b~, used but ip, thift 'Y!1y" t~af~J~Y p,erson spouldstat~ P!lrticularly on the
proxy what he wishes to vote for.
., .
8304. You would not allow a general proxy?-No.
8305 .. Woul,d yo,u allo'Y an ltbsentee ,to giY!3,a power.-of-attorney to vote for him ?-I
do not think t would.
8306. What limit would you fix, if at all, for any ene member in a company. to have
votes ?-I think every share shquld haye a vote, whatever number of shares a man had. I am
in favor of the ilristOcratic form 0'£ ,governme:nt in companies. The praJ::tice is gcttiqg into very
great popularity in England of giving each share a vote.
,8307. Have they no.t,introduced a rule that there should be a maximum number, whatever
Dumber of shares a m~n,had ?-They,haye in a gr(lat !Dany ,companies, but the popular feeling is
in favor of giving a vote for every share.
'
8308. [8 there any other ppint in refere~ce to mining partnerships that occurs to,you pI do not remember anything else.
.
8309. Have you considered the question of the necessity for ~. distinct ,mining departme,nt of the Government ?-I think it should be most distinctly under a responsible minister.
8310. Have you heard any.complaints made a,t present of the divided state of administration of the gold fields ?---: Yes, wherever I have been thro,ughout the c011ntl'y.
8311. Do you think 'your view is concurred .in, as far as your experience goes, on the gold
nelds ?-Undoubtedly.
.
8312. Is there any other point upon which you can give the Commission any information
upon any branch oftheii: enquiry?-There are several other points that I wish to mention to the
Commission, but I am not prepared at the present moment to mention them, not haying been aware
that I was to be examined to-day until a few miputes ago. I'would ment.ion that the quartz
reefs in ,the Jordan district are of great importance, they are very thick and very rich. . There
are a great number of reefs, but very few of them able to be worked at present in consequence
of the difficult, nature of tlie country.
,.
.
8313. Have you been up there?-I have not, but we have people, in the office every day
from there, and the information they give ,is of the best character, so far as the reefs are
concerned.
'
8314. What is your opinion as to the prospects and condition of the mining industry
of Victoria at the present time 7-1 think they are improving. A great damp has been cast upon
the mining speculation by the failure of many of those companies that were started about two
years ago; I do not think that failure was attribptahle to the want of gold, but to the bad
management. The persons mostly interested in thes~ companies were more interested in. the··
price of the shares than in the development of the mine.
.
8315, So that their chief efforts arc cOQcentrated upon raisipg the mal·ket rather than in
getting the gold 7-Yes,digging into people's pockets instead of digging up the gold.
8316. Dp you think there is any way of preventing the getting up of these swindling
and bubble schemes ?-I think if there was an unlimited liability to the shares in mining
companies that would have the effect of preventjng the getting up of therle bubble companies.
8317. How would thiLt reach a man that had no effects ?-The public would soon set
their value upon them.
.
8318. Are you of opinion that a great number of mining companies that have failed
w.ould·really have yielded a reasonable profit if properly and honestly managed ?-I am very
sure of it that the most of them would, I think 75 per cent. would have done so. I can give
several instances of companies in that way, the Ajax, at Castlemaine, is the principal one, it
was formerly called the Bolivia Company; in consequence of the reluctance of some of the
shareholders to pay up the calls, the company was sold off under a judgment in the County Court,
and I became the purchaser for £1500, fOI" the mine and plant; the cost to the company was
£21,000. Since I have had the management of the company the yield of gold for two years
has been £32,500.
,
8319. At what cost for production ?-That .is a difficult question to answer because it
has been worked on tribute; but the ,dividends to the shareholders of the company have been
200 per cent. on a capital of £3300 for the two years, or about 100 per cent. per annum.
In another instance, the Prince Albert Company, now called the Achilles Company, the works
were stopped by t.he reluctance of a shareholder to contribute, and after two years of idleness I
had the affairs wound up in a Court of Mines and repurchased the property. 1 was originally a.
shareholder. After the repurchase of the property I allowed the mine to be worked upon trihute,
'putting the machinery in order, and the yield within four months has been :.t2100, paying 7 k
per cent. dividend to the proprietors, upon a capital of £5000. In another instance that has
just occurred at Sandhurst, at Cape Clear, we purchased from an insolvent estate some lenses •
.A sum of £3000 or £4000 had been expended by the lessees and machinery erected by them.
I allowed the ground to be worked upon tribute for a short time, but with the option of turning
the tributers out at a month's notice; they had been employed in the mine before upon 'Wages, and
the first three days the men were in the ground they struck upon stone that yielded three ounces
to the ton. I think in many instances, where these companies have existed, that there has been.
H'
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they got their wages out of the ground that :was all they cared about. That is one reason why
I am in favor of working the ground upon the tributel:lystem and giving the men an interest in
the mine.
.
8320. What proportion have,You adopted in your arrangements with tributers ?-In the
Ajax Mine the rate of tribute is 75 per cent. to the miners and 25 per cent. to the company.
The gold has to bear the expense. of keeping the machinery in order, and then the balance is
divided at that rate.
. 8.321. Does the keeping of machinery in order include payment of'any superintendent or
machine man's salary?-There is only necessary to be an agent upon the ground to see the gold
washed up and weighed every Saturday. 'l:'he tributers superintend the machinery as well as
get up the gold.
..
.
8322. Who is the owner of the machinery in that ca.qe ?-The company.
8323. Do the company take no meanll to see that their machinery is fhirly used? - Yes,
the miners are bound to pay for any damage' except due wear and teal'.
8324. Then no provision is made to ensure a fair usage of the machinery until damage
occurs ?-Whatever expense is incurred in' putting the machinery in order has to be borne py
the gold, the produce of the mine.
8325. At whose expense are experienced engineers maintained in these large cases of
working mines by tribute ?-In that case the tributers would have to bear the expense of the
engineer, he is a workman.
.
8326. Is there any subsistence money paid in any of the works conducted under the
tribute system under your management· ?,-;In one place, at :Mary borough, the Maryborol.lgh
Mining Company, we have another system:; we pay £1 a week wages to the. men, and give
them one-sixth of the yield over and above ~hat,
8327. In case, in ordinary mining undertakings on the tribute system, the yield should
fall too low to give a reasonable subsistence to the miners, do you introduce a condition that·
they shall then be paid subsistence money at any time when the yield falls too low to pay them
a reasonable reward for their labor ?-In this instance I consider £1 a week quite sufficient;
in other instances, I know of no such provision.
,8328. Are the miners willing to worK generally on the terms you mention as tributers?I have had no difficulty in getting men in any part of the colony to work for a fixed, thirty
shillings a week and a proportion of the yield of the mine; and in many cases they would work
for £1 a week and a proportion of the yield.
8329. Do you think it in all cases necessary to insure to the workman a certain payment.
if the yield should fall below what would pay for his keep ?-Yes ; I know it is done in the
colony, but I have never done it.
8330. Can you obtain adequate miners on the tribute system without guaranteeing to
them a sufficient remuneration· to pay their ordinary keep '~-You would be able to do so, but it
would be only at your own expense; you'would have to give a very large proportion of the
profits of the' yield of the mine to obtain miners without guaranteeing.
.
8331. Do' you consider it de3irable to extend the knowledge of our. known gold fields
by encouraging prospecting ?-I think it would be advisable.
8332. What is the nature of .the reward that you think the country might givc reasonably
to prospectors; do you think that an extended area on any lead or reef the prospectors would
discover is the proper mode of rcward, or the plan that was followed some little time ago of
paying wages and finding tools for prospectors ?-I am not in favor of the Government granting
a money rcward. I think the best reward would be a f'l'eehold of a certain claim or block of
ground which he has found.
' .
8333. Do you think it would be desirable, by way of stimulating prospecting as a separate
pursuit, to contemplate extraordinary rewards for discoveries of extraordinary value, such as
the discovery of reefs oi' alluvial washings at an extraordinary distance from known workings,
or the discovery of lcads or reefs of extraordinary richness 7-1 do not think so. The colony is
more or less prospected all over now. Gipps Land was the only open country a short time ago.
, TILe witness
witltdrf:w,
.
.
Adjourned.
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APPENDIX A.
OPINION OF THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL. IN REPLY TO QUESTIONS PUT
BY THE ROYAL MINING OOMMISSIONERS, AS TO THE EXISTING
LAW, SO FAR AS IT APPLIES TO THE SUBJEOT OF THE ROYAL
PREROGATIVE AND 'THE OONSTITUTION STATUTE AND AOT, IN
RELATION TO WHAT ARE TERMED ROYAL MINES. ,

QUESTION 1.- The nature and extent of tIle royal prerogative, in sd far as it relates
to what mine~ are included within the expression "Royal mines found in or upon private
property? "
1. Royal mines include all mines' of gold or silver, and all mines in which any gold or
silver is found in connection with any other metals, except copper, tin, iron, or lead.
It has been sometimes contended that a mine is not to be deemed royal unless the
quantity of the gold or silver exceeded in value that of the metal with which it was mixed.
It appears that the opinion generally accepted before the passing of the Act, of William and
Mary, which in effect settled the question so far as England was concerned, was that the test of'
a royal mine was the cost of refining the precious metal. If that metal were found pure, or if
the combination wel'e entirely mechanical, or if the process of smelting were necessary, and if
the precious metal repaid the cost of separation, the mine was a royal mine, and all the metals
therein, both precious and hase, belonged to the Crown. But in the leading casc on .this snbject
(R. v. tlte Earl qf Northumberland, Plowden's Hep., 336), which was determined after repeated
arguments and great deliberation, nine out of the twelve judges held that the mixture of any
portion of silver or gold was sufficient to constitute a royal mine. Although the first-mentioned test of a royal mine seems reasonable, and is supported by high authorities, yet the
decision of the judges in the case of mines on this poiut was never overruled (Bainbridge on
Mines, p. 49).
By Acts, however, passed in the reign of William and .Mary,·and subsequently amende(t
(1 Willm. and Mary, c. 30; 5 WHim, and Mary, c. (j j 55 George III.; c. 134), mines of copper,
tin, iron, or lead in which gold or silver is found, are excepted from the oper.ation of the law of
royal mines, but the Orown, or any person claiming under it, may, within thirty days, purchase
the ore of such mines at the rate pel' t.on, for copper, of £ 16 j for tin, of 108.; for iron, of 40s.;
for fead, of £25. The mines above enumerated being the only ones in England, the practical
effect of these Act,s has been to abolish royal mines in England; ami hence it is that since the
Revolution there have been no authoritics bearing directly on the subject to which we can refer
for any guidance.
The nature and the extellt of the prerogath-e in relation to royal mines will be best
understood by a reference to the law of property ill the surface of the earth and under it.
These two classes of property, in our .law, may form subjects of distinct possession and different
inheritances (Rich v. Johnson, 2 Str. 1142). One I!}all may have, and often has, an estato
in fee in the surface of a close. whilst another man has a similar estate in the minerals that
underlie that very close. Alth~ugh the presumption is that the two interests are combined,
aDd that the owner of the surface holds usque ad in/eros, -this presumption may be rebutted.
Where a grant is made the minerals may be expressly excepted, and the two estates consequently
severed. In this case the estate in the surface alone passes: the estate in the minerals never
leaves the grantor. When a grant of land is made by a subject, without any express exception
or reservation, the presumption has its full effect, !lnd all the minerals are included in the land
and pass with it; but in the 'ease of the Orown the presumption is somewhat different. Royal
mines are held to belong to the Crown, in the nature as it were of a separate property. It is a
rule of law that when the Cro\vn, in a grant to a subject or in an Act of Parliament, divests
itself of any intercst, express word" must be used for the purpose, and no such result will be
produced .by mer~ inferenee. Although, therefore, the grant by the Orown of land is sufficient
to pass, ,!S in the case of a subjeet, the base melals, yet sueh a. grant cannot pass royal metals
contained in the land; and, eyen if the grant purports to convey all mines and mineI'ala, yet,
from the principle already. mentioned, these wo~'ds must be limited to mean the non-royal
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mines. and minerals. Consequently, when the Crown grants any land simply, the land only
and not the royal mines are granted; the property in the surface and the property in so much
of the part below the surface as relates to the royal mines are separated; and while the estate
in the former passes according t9 the terms of the grant to the grantee, the dominion of the
former remains undisturbed in the Crown. In accordance with this doctrine, it has been long
settled that all royal mines, though in the lands of subjects, belong to the Crown; and it· has
been laid down by all the judges in the case of mines, that the Crown has also "full liberty to
dig and carry away the ore, and all other such incidents thereto as ar\7 necessary to be used
for getting them." This deci.sion is also ciWd with approbation by Lord Coke (12 Reports, 13).
The·maxim upon which it rests is well known and is ,of frequent application.
Lord Hal'dwicke, however, at a much later period held, in a case where there was a
grant frotD the; Crown of lands with a rese~va.tion_Qf all royal mines but not a right of entry,
decided that by the terms of the grant there was no sllch power in the Crown, and that, by the
royal prerogative of mines the Crown had no such power, "For it would be very prejudicial if
the Crown could enter into a subject's lands, or gr!int a license to work the mines, but that when
they were once opened it could restrain ·the owner of the soil from working them, and could
either work them itself or grant a license for others to work them" (Lyddal v. Weston,
Atk ..2, 20). If thi~ decision be. considered. binding, thef case in Plowden is so far overruled..
'rhe ~f.fect.would. then. be, th3;t except where. the mine h~d been actually opened, no royal mine
could be worl-ed at all wit.hout the consent, of both the grantee of the surface and the Crown;
and such a staty of things actually exists between subjects in the case of copyholders (Bainbridge
11). The absence of {'.ourse of any right of entry in the Crown does not give to the grantee
of the surface any interest in the mine... Sir William Grant, M.R., however; (Seaman v. Vaudrey,
16 Vesey, 393), while he admitted that Lord Hardwick considered this. point necessary for the
. decision of the case l)efore him,-and this precludes the suggestion made by :Mr. Bainbridge, p. 48,
that the opinion ,was extra-judicial,-observes, that the doctrine is open to grave doubts, as
being inconsistent with the re~0lution8 of the twelve judges in t,he case of mines, and all the
text. books concur in this view (see Bainbridge on Mines, 48,191 ; 4.Tarman's J3ythewood, 668 ;
2 Davidson's Conveyancing, 387). In addition to these authorities, it has been decided by the
King's ,Bench (and this decision, has been confirmed by the House of Lords, Earl of Cardigan
v. Armitage, 2 B. and C., 207; . Sugden on Property, 88), that, as between, subjects the excep-.
tion of mines from a.grant brings with it all the legal incidents necessary for their working,
This case is peculiarly remarkable, because the grant in question contained certain specific agreements as to ,the working of the mines, which were held to be cumulatiye, and not restrictive, of
the common law right of the grantee. This rule being established in the case' of subjects, where
the instrument is always construed more strongly against the grantor, it ought afortiori to apply.
to the Crown,. in whose favor an opposite rule of construction prevails.
.
In the face. of this conflict of authorities, and with no judicial decisions since the time of
the Revolution on the subject of this prerogative, except in sofaI' as I can gather from d~cisions
on cases between subjects, I could not venture to speCUlate as to whether the spirit of the age.
might or might not adopt the principles laid down by Lord Hardwick in opposition to thos~
sanctioned by the twelve judges of England in the case of mines, at a peripd when the.
prerogatives of the Crown found more favor with the Bench than they do in modern. times.
I shall therefore content myself with stating the, effect of the decisions as I find them.
I feel it impossible, under the circumstances, to arrive at any opinion which could be acted
upon with confidence in a matter of such grave public importance.
QUESTION 2,- To wItat extent and in what instances the said prerogative has been·
exercis(;d, both as to right of entry and the receipt of royalty?
2. The matters to which this query refers are questions of fact and administrative
practice rather than of law. It is, however, stated (Bainbridge, 50,51) that the right of entry in
search of royal mines was vexatiously exercised on the part of the Crown during the.period of
the Stuarts, and there ·are oLher 'authorities which show that royalties at that time formed a
usual and apparently undisputed part of .the royal .revenue. It was probably this vexatious
exercise of the prerogative that led at so early a period after the Revolution to the passing of
the Act of 1 Will. and ·Mary. Since that time there has been little room in the United Kingdom
for the exercise of this prerogative, because <in that country gold and silver are rarely found
along with any other metals than those .to which the Act relates; and the only remarkable
instance of the discovery of gold there which I know of_ was at the close of the last century,
when gold was found in the iron pyrites of the County Wicklow, in Ireland, and on the
discovery being made generally known the Government of.the day took possession of the ground
with a military force, and for some time carried on mining operations .. The land so occupied
was, I believe, the property of Lord Carysfort. I have heard that gold has lately been discovered in Wales, but I am not aware on what terms the mines are worked.
QUESTION a.-If the Crown /tas the right of entry upon private property in the case of
royal mines, what further POW81'S, if any, are incidental to tMs right ?
QUESTION 5.-The legal meaning of tlte words" All the incidents thereto," so far as
they apply' to royal mines.
a and 5. These questions refer to the same subject and may be answered together. The
meaning of the expression "legal incidents necessary for the working. of a mine ': is explained
in the judgment of the Court of King's Bench, in the case of Earl of Cardigan ~. Armitage
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(2 B &; C,211), above refer;ed to. "The incidental power" (it is there said) "would warrant
nothing beyond what was strictly necessary for the convenient working of the coals; it would
allow nO use of the surface, no deposit upon it to It greater extent or for a longer duration than
should be necessary, no qttendance upon the land of unnecessary persous.-It would be
questionable at least whether it would authorise a deposit upon the land for the purposes of
sale, and whether it would justify the introduction of purchasers to view the coals." Hence it
appears, (and in the following page of the same judgment it is noticed), that so many ,pits only
may be sunk as are actually. necessary for procuring the mineral, and that the sinking of any
new pit always raises thc question of necessity. I. is also settled by receut cases that a simple
reservation of the minerals without any express power of re-entry will not take away from
the grantee of the surface his right to support from the minerals; it will entitle the mine
owner to take away so much only of the miuerals as can be removed without the subsidence
of the surface, although the rOllsequence may be that will, he is prevented by this restric'tion
from obtaining all the minerals that would otherwise be available (Humpkries v. Brogden,
12 Q. R, 739).-All these points have been settled as between subjects, but I am not aware of
any reason for supposing that they do not equally apply to ordinary cases in which the Crown
is concerned. The Crown has in certain cases rights and exemptions peculiar to itself, but
except in such eases it is subject to the ordinary 1;ules of law, and there exists no authority
to warrant the extension of the incidental power which the Crown possesses in any royal
mine beyond what the very nature of the power, as explained in cases which have arisen between
subjects, seems to require.
.
I am therefore of opinion that, assuming the Crown to have a right of entry-a point
which depends upon the preponderauceof the conflicting authoril.ies already referred to-it is,
in the circumstances of this country, to a great extent practically valueless, inasmuch as the,
Crown, although it may be entitled to enter to .dig for gold, can certainly have nO right to enter
to prospect for it ; and even in cases where mines are already opened on private property, it is
at least doubtful whether a licensee of the Crown could lawfully use the surface for deposits or
sink 1ll0l'e pits than are absolutely necessary.
,

QUESTION

,

4. -If tlte Crown exercise tlte right of entry, wltetlter tlte freeholder is

entitled to compensation?
4. Whether any compensation for surface damage is due, is not expressly stated in any
of th,e Cllses. In all private agreements, and apparently in all charters granted prior to the Act
of William and Mary (Ilee Bainbridge, p.. 51.), express provision is made for compensation. As
between subjects, there seems little doubt that adequate compensation must, in the absence of
any exp,ess sLipulation, be given (Bainbridge, 59 ; and see p. 417, and the case there cited).
Lord Denman held a claim to work mines in customary land without compensation to be
unreasonable and invalid (Wilton v. Lord Granville, 5 Q. R, 701 ; 13 L. J., Q. R, 193), and
stated that any clause in a grant prohibiting, compensation must be rejected as repugnant
and absurd (see also Smart v. .b/orton, 5 E. &; R, 47; 24 L. J., Q. R, 265). I may also mention
that in the case of saltpetre, it was held that the ministers of the King ought to make the
places in which they dig" so well and commodious as they were before': (12 Reports, 14), and
I can see no reason why the fundamental maxim which forbids an owner to enjoy his property
to the detriment of another should not apply to the Crown as well as to private individuals.
QUESTION 6.-Whether Her ~Afojesty has any power to delegate her royal prerogativf!
in such m.atters) and if so, 50 what extent?

6. Royal mines are a property in the same manner as.Crown lands, and may be granted
like Crown lands for an estate in fee or any less estate. It is especially stated ,by the judges in
the Case of mi'nes (Plow., 337), that "a mine is not an incident inseparable from the Crown,
but may be severed from it by apt and precise words." In one case, however, Lord Coke
(12 Rep., 13 and 14) points out in the case last cited that the right to enter upon the subject's
land to dig- for l'laltpetre, was a prerogative of His Majesty by right of his Crown, and could not
be transferred or communicated to any other person, but that it was different in the case of
mines in which the King had a property. In the one,case, in fact, the right of entry was a special
power given for political purposes, in the other t11e right of entry is an ordinary easement, or
perhaps more correctly an incident of property. In the ease of' the grant of ordinary mines
the incidental power of eniry passes to the grantee (see Earl Cardigan v. Armitage, supra),
and I have no reason to think that the rule is different where the grant is from the Crown.
QUESTION 7.-If Her l1fajesty possesses such power, to what extent !tas it been
delegated in the Goverllor's commission 'i

7. I have examined the present Governor's commission a'nd find i:, relates only to the sale
of waste lands of the Crown, and makes no reference to any royal mine, and I have ascertained
as a fact, that the present Governor has never received any instruetions on the subject; but in a
despatch addressed to Mr. La Trobe, dated 2nd June, 1852, from the then Secretary of State
for the Colonies (Sir J. Pakington), which I presume might be taken as an authority to Mr.
La Trobe's successor, . until countermanded, I find the following paragraph, viz., "the imposition of
such a royalty" (i.e. on gold) "is legal by virtue of the prerogative ofthe Crown, on whieh head I
refer ,you to the regulations already issued by the local Government in New South Wales
(especially those of 5th August last), which regulations Her Majesty's Government have been
No. 10,6
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advised are legal. 'But tIle same object can be effected by Act of :the locaH:.egislature,Wiith the
assent of Her. Majesty, and you are authorised accordingly to assent, (in your, own, discretion)"to
Buch Acts as the Legislature may pass on ,the subject 'of the revenue, derivable from' the ,gold,
without, requiring the insertion of suspending clauses,unless where,they appear ·to,you"w,i,th,the
advice 'of you Executive Council to be necessary, but ,subject ( of course) to the ultimate ;power
()f disallowance by the Crown."
.'
. '
, ., "
" ' , . ,,: .
. ',' , . I must, with.great respect for the opinion set for.th in' that despatch; take-this opportunity
to' state that the mode proposed in that communication,_ of .dealing "lith ;the -gold. bf !procuring
.Hed\1ajest.y's assent to an Act of the local Legislature, dealing with a' subject .which was
confessedly not within the scope of the powers conferred upon them by, the then Constitu,tion Act,
appears to me to be a very doubtful legality, and assuming ,that the Constitution Act of.Vicwria
.(1855)- has not given. the Legislature thecontl'ol and management of ,the royaL metals, a ,very
serious question might arise as to the, competency of the Supreme Comt ,to look to. ·any
commission, or instructions,or other authority than, thc Constitution Statute itself, ·to, supplement ,the power conferred by it; :aIthough I am, aware .that, the present ,Gold Fields Act
was enacted in this manner. With regard to the opinion of ,Sir 'William Manning and Mr..
Broadhurst;,coI!tained in the correspondenee .referred .. to in' the' despatch" in which-it'. is.-Iaid
down, with regard to licenses. for thc .gold-fields, that," All the pow:ers of the Cnow.n in this
respect are vested in His Excellency the,Governor," I have only 'k> state, that the correctness of
that position depend;; upon the terms of the Commission of the.:then'Governor (the contents ;of
which are not disclosed), because all the modern authorities on the subject have overruled. the
dictum of Lord Mansfield (JIQstyn v. FabrifJas, Cowp. Rep ..161,),. and "determined that the
Governor of a British colony is not a viceroy (see the cases ,collected in Smith;s Leading Cases,
565.) At all events, the legality of licenses issued on the,part,ofthe Crown involves.quite'a
differellt question from that involved in anAet passed: by a Legislature,. the!legislatiiV,e powers
of which,ai'e prescribed by another Constitution.
. I"
I . . . . , ... " , ,
QUESTION' S.-And wI_ether, assuming that .the .GQver.nQr has witltin the purview;Qf
hi$ commissiQn, the autllOri~1f to' exercise the ?'Qyal prerQgative under cQnsideratiQn, such
authQrity wQuld,exten¢ equally. to' lfWd. q,lie""a,te4 pr,io,r, ~Q ,.tJi,e. da;te Qj; our .r:Q'I!s.tj~ution Act as
to' that SQld £ince?
All grants of, land sold by the Crown, whether" tpe salti \tpok: pli1-l)e befor~' or after the
Constitution Act, pass to ,the graJ;ltee the es~a~e ip the ~urJac!3, aI).9, , \lnlyss there be .some special
exception, thebasc mines, apcord,ing to, th,e, a)lthorities.~l~·~ady c~ted~In, my~opinipp, fQlj,reaso,ns
which I shall give, thedominio,n ,over the },'oyal.,min,es, based uI~gn}h'eauthority;,of- t~,e <;;tSeS,
apart from ,the effect of. the provisions of, the Con~tituJion.Act, which I shall ,presently procl,l~d
to consider, stilt i\'.ests, in th~ Que~I).; ,apd iX, the G;pv,ltrnqr haq any ~utqorityjR, dpal"wit,h
.royal min,?s, the extent ,of ,that authority woul4 .depllJ?,l;\(upOn tl,1.e ,te~ms .of It.is ,commi!3sion or
.instructions.
J \,.'
,,'
QUESTION 9,-.WMtlu!r. ~",e .,sa1Jl.e control wq.Sj given undt;'r, (he, CQrpsti,tatjon,4ct to ,(4e
,disposal Qf;the r.Qyal mines,as.tQ the ,Cro~n"lancf.~:! q, ngt, tvitlf w,hQm, (lQesfl.te d,iSPQSl!.hJj .~~e
rQyal mines rest?
" .' 'I " ,-:1:'
'
9. The first of these questions is one of great magnitude. It has been suggested
that the control of the royal mines inJands alienated bj' the Crown before or after the passing
of the Constitution Statute has been conferred' on the ,Victorian Legislature, by the first section
of the Constit!ltion Act, which empowers that Legislature "to make, laws in and, for Victoria.
,in, all. cases whatsoe;:pr,,", al)9 fhe l\.1ini~tl.fr of .;rustice,;\v~0ge raluable a~~ispan~e.I have sought
in this matter, inclines to ·that,opiniqn. $houl~ ,this ;vie,:". be.eqrryct, -it i::; of course u,!lI).ycessary
to. hay-e l'eCoul:~e ~.o" the "relation.s, ~;"istin,g,b(lyween, the Crown, aIld it,,?,, Bubjects. in r<lgarq. to
-royal min~s, as, t;4e local, P.ar\iament ,i~ ,o:rp.ni pptepttp! deal with, the, precious metllls,. wJ:!ether
in,p.ublic or privateJands, a!3 it may thin~ fit..
";'
' " , .. ' " . '
- "
"
It will pe fOl,1nd, hqw:eyer, UPOD perusal of the ..{\,c~, ,~hat th,e genera~ pD.wer ~vhich tl)ese
worfls appea:r to cqnvey is. res~ricte~,.ip. a, y;arjety, ,of in~t,ances. by .e.xpres~, provisi9nS: .' ~l'ction
,XX](Y. ,limits the po~er~ o.f, the :j:.flgis~ature tq I~ake ,laws , relative to i~s owv-" privileges.
See also" these~tiQns '~l?~p~c~ing, ~u,ties ,v;hi~l;J. :may, an.9 fllay. I!9 t ,\?e ,leyied (XLII, ,!l-llQ. ;xp;n,),
thos~ relating tQ thcl;lppropriatio,nof mon~y, and.~o.the Civi,l List, als9",tne res~rictioq~,uPQ,n
altering, ~h~last named. s,ections: I tl,1ink •.t~e c0I:\ly q~~s~ion. then i13 one of cl.egree d:n ,other
words, ,does the :r:~strictio,11 extend t? ~he case"ot .~oyal mlI~es? and it appear,s ,to mc:, althQugh
I am by no means positive on the point, that it might be argued-it may be with doubtful
.suecess, but certainly with much, cogency~that the;,genftljal ~ords in sE!,ction II' ar,e.restrained
by section LIY., which, whilst expressly authorising the, dealing with the cognate subjects ,of
. waste land, base mines and minerals, pointedly omits every mention of royal mine~, whether
situated in private or waste· lands, froID' which I would ill 'any ordinal'ycase ,infer., that the rule,
expressiQ u,nius exclusiQ alterius, 'applies in the construction of this section as· well- as the
rule of law, . that nothing can divest the Crown oli any.prerogative, right, or interest; short.of
words naming the King or Queen, or words equivalent, thereto (see Dwarris,. 525r,case, of
,Magdalen College, 11 Rep. 74); and I would further "add that if the general ;words wef(i\ taken
to cO,nfer'so sweeping a power as has 'been suggested, a very large portion of; the.Act would be
deprived of any meaning at' alL 1'hat the Legislature has made' several la;ws 0)1 ,'subjects"not
expressly enulllerated, there can be no doubt, and that many of them must be traced to.lthe
power conferred in the section under consideration must be admitted, .but the ,point,bas never
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been raised; and considering the repeated limitations imposed, upon the local .legislature in
respect to private rights, both in the Constitution Statute, the schedule, and,the contemporaneous
Crown Lands Sales Act, I, hesitate in coming to the conclusion that, Section I. has conferred
such extensive powers as might be supposed upon looking at it by itself.
Again. in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, will be ,found a provision that it
shall be la~vful for the Legislature of Victoria to make laws resp9cting the" waste lands of
"the Crown and all mines 'and minerals therein.'" In construing this section (assuming it
applies to the precious metals); a distinction must be taken between royal mines in waste lands
of the Crown sold prior to the proclamatioll of the {';onstitution Act (23rd November, 1855),
and in lands sold subsequent to th,tt time; from which ,it wOQld follow that we have two codes
relating to royal mines in existence at the same time in Victoria. Apart. however, from this
distinction, if this section be held to pass the control of the royal mines to the Victorian LegiSlature, I would observe that, according to the authorities, its language would not be sufficient topass the precious metals in case of a grant from the Crown to a subject.
.
Again, the 44th section brings into the consolidated revenue all territorial and casual
revenues of the Crown, "including royalties;" and the 47th section contains Her Majesty's
acceptance of the Civil List in lieu of all such revenues, "including royalties," but from the
context, and, indeed, according to the meaning of the word "royalty," as already pointed out,
royal mines could not, in a grant from the' Crown to a'subject, be taken to be described under
the word "royalties." The word" royalties" would appear to mean 'a portion of·the territorial
or casual revenue.
Again, section n. of the Constitution Statute, which is -repeated in section LIV. of
the Act, enacts among other things, "that the entire management 'and control of the waste lands
of the Crown in the said Colony of Victoria, and of the proceeds therei'.!f, including all royalties,
mines"and minerals, shaH be vested in the Legislature of the, said colony." It might be contended that the juxtaposition of the words royalties and mines in this section implies an intention
to pass royal mines, and that the word,;, are equit'alent to words naming royal mines. But
it is noticeable that the word 'mines might be read ,in connexion not''With "royalties" but with
.. waste lands." The antecedent to which the words "including all royalties" refer, is the
"proceeds thereof" (i. 8. the land), otherwise "mines," should be held to be a part of the
proceeds of waste lands. I can find no authority for so violent an interpretation; on the
contrary, the word "royalty" is defined by Mr. Bainbridge as "the dues of the lessor or
landlord." It issues from a royal mine, but does not include it. In the 44th and 47th sections
too of the Constitution Act, as alrea~ shown, it is used apparently in this sense. Royalty
is, in short, to a royal mine what territorial revenue is to land; and in Townley v. Gibson,
2 Term Reports, 701, it was held that under a private Act of Parliament a reservation of
"tents, fines, &c" and other j'oyalties," did not extend to mines.
Having endeavored to sho,,;; by the authorities (which I think are very distinct upon the
point) that there are no words in any of the sections of the Constitution Statute in which mines
are mentioned, which, jf used in an ordinary Crown grant wonld pass the precious metals from
the Crown to a subject, I proceed to offer some reasons, for there are no at,lthorities in print that
I can find which induce me to incline to the opinion (although I confess that I entertain serious
doubt as to the correctness of my view) that the courts would struggle to give a different construction to a constitutiomtl contract from that which has been put upon ordinary grants from
the Crown to an ordinary subject.
First.-The contract is a constitutional one between a Sovereign and the Parliament of
a distant dependency, and I do not believe that in construing it, ,the same presumption would be
made in favor of the Crown as in former times.
Secondly.-None of the cases cited are strictly applicable to such a contract, and the
courts would, probably, decline to extend the principles on which they proceed. And the
,expression" royalties" occurring with the mention of mines might be held to make these cases
still more inapplicable.
'
Thirdly.-The case of mines which I have cited, and which'was decided in the reign
of Queen Elizabeth, when the prerogatives of the Crown ran high, probably would not meet
with so much favor at the present time, more especially as it has been shaken by the great
authority of Lord Hardwick in the case I have pointed out.

Fourthly.-If a Bill were passed by the Local Legislature, and assen~ed. to by Her
Majesty, dealing with the precious metals, as was done in the case of the present Gold Fields
Act, seeing that the prerogative of the Crown in. gold and silver is in the nature of a personal
property of the Crown, I believe the courts would endeavor to uphold it, although I feel much
difficulty in satisfying my Illind as to their right to recognize any Act made by the Legislature,
as such, which is outside the powers conferred by the Constitution Statute, of which the
Legislature is the creature. 1Jpon reference, however, to the despatch of 2nd June, 1852,
already cited, I find myself coerced, in deference to the legal opinion there alluded to, to believe
that I am wrong.
Fifthly.-The magnitude of the intel'ests involved, coupled with the fact that they were
fostered under the Constitution Statute, with repeated instances of assent by the Crown· indirectly through the medium of iustru'ctions, and directly by the allowance of the Gold Fields Act
are considerations which would certainly very much affect the determination of the points in
issue, and the entire would, I thinh:, assume a constitutional rather than a legal complexion,
which might not be deemed unreasonable in a case of first impression.
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Although I am of opinion that an Act purporting to deal with the precious metals, if
assented to by Her Majesty, will, for the reasons I have given, 'be snstained by the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council, I would, nevertheless, suggest the propriety of communicating
the difficulties of the case to the Imperial Government, and requesting that, sho)lld it, be deemed
necessary by the Law Officers in Eng.land, a Statute should be pas3ed autllOrising Her Majesty
to assent'
to any measure passed by this Legi"lature relative to the disposal of the
precious metals.
The advanced state of the Session, the fact that the owners of private property will be
seriously affected by the legislation upon the subject, and the great doubts and difficulties
Ilurround.ing the entirc ca~c, induoe me to advise the course which I have suggest()d.

R. D. IRELAND,
Attorney-General.

Crown Law Offices,
1st May, 1863.

Additional Paragraphs.
Notwithsta,nding the difficulties which, for the reasons I have above given, appel,r·to me
to interfere with immediate and complete legi'sh1tion upon the subject by the Colonial Parliament,
I yet think that no _difficulty need stand in _the way of a temporary measure, which should
prevent the question of prerogative or the illegality of -mining for the royal minerals, under
alienated lands, being set up or in any way used in suits and actions between subject and
subject. This would at all events, and at once, destroy the present state of Lynch law (if I may
so express myself) which exists upon the gold fields in disputes between the numerous persons
D.OW engaged in mining for 'gold under private property, and which, in the case of two companies
at Ballaarat, has recently Jed to such unseemly proceedings.
The Colonial Parliament has very ample jurisdiction to legislate upon matters affecting
the administration of justice" and it' 'w:ould be competent to it to enact that no plea on demurrer,
in proceedings eithel' at law or in equity, should be, allowed or entertained in any court in the
colony in any suit or action, between subject and subject., which should raise t.he question of the
legality of taking the royal minerals without the Queen's license. The Bill might preserre the
rights of the Crown to proceed against the per~on so taking the royal minerals for an account
of the gold so taken, a right which in all probability will never be exercised. This would be a
sufficient preservation of the prerogative of the Crown to enable the Governor to give his assent
to the Bill.
.
By such a Bill jurisdiction might also be given to the mining courts of the colony in all
disputes upon contracts, or as to boundaries, which might arise with reference.to mines under
alienated lands as already exists in ,those courts in reference to mines under 'tbe waste lands of
the Crown.
Temple Court,
July 29th, 1863.

R. D. IREfJAND.
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APPENDIX B.
RETURNS of Miners' Rights, Business Licenses, &c., issued at Sandhurst during the First
Quarter of the Years 1858 and 1862 respectivel}'.
Date.

Amount.

Subject.

£

18li8.

January 1 to 9

...

.....

...

...

89 0 0

3 Business Licenses, at 50s....

...

...

7 10 0

...

40 0 0

76 Miners' Rights, at 205.

...

9 Business Licenses, at 50s....
JanuRl'Y 17 to 23

...

77 Miners' Rights, at 208.

...

...

13 Business Licenses, at 50s.
1 Business License, at £5
1

January 24 to 31

...

Business Lieense, at £10

92 Miners' Rights, at 205.

...
...
...

7 Business Licenses, at 50s.

February 1 to 28

...

472 Miners'Rights, at 20s.
35 Business Licenses, at 50s.
1

Business License, at £5

1 to 31

...

413 Miners' Rights, at 20s.

January

1 to 31

...

143 Chinese Tickets, at 20s.

February 1 to 28

,

..

115 Chinese Tickets, at 208.

March

...

90 Chinese Tickets, at 208.

1

to 31

...
...
...
...

...
...

...
...
".

...

...

...

...

...

...
...
...

34 Business Licenses, at 50s. •••
1 Business License, at £5

...
...
...
...

...
...
...

1 Business License, at £10' ...
March

...
...

...
...
...

...

...

179 Miners' Rights, at 208.

February 1 to 28

'"

1 to 31

...

20 Business Licenses,' at 50s.

.
No. 10, 6 F.

...

6 Residence Licenses, at 208.

5 0 0
10 0 0
92 0 0

472 0 0

17 10 0

5 0 0

124 10 0

109 10 0
469 0 0

574 10 0

503

...

179 0 0

'"

5 0 0

...,
...
...
...

...

...

...
...

...

...

...
...
...
...
...

'"

...

...

...
...

...

...
.

...

...

CHINESE TICKETS.
January 1 to 31

32 10 0

...
...

198, Miners' Rights, at 205.

77 0 0

90 0 0

12 Business Licenses, at 50s....

lrIarch

98 10 0

...

1 Business License, at £5

1 Business License, at £5

22 10 0

0 0
... ------ ----1,546 10 0
143 0 0
... 115 0 0

...

271 Miners' Rights, at 20s.

136.10 10

...
...
...
... . ...
...
...

...

16 Business Licenses, at 50s.

1 Business License, ai £10

s. d.

£

76 0 0

... 87 10 0
.. . 5 0 0
.,. 10 0 0
----413
.. . 85 00 00

1862.

January 1 to 31

d.

...

89 Miners' Rights, at 208.

4 Business Licenses, at £10 ...
January 10 to 16

8.

TotaLJ

348 0 0
1,894 10 0

40 0 0

10 0 0
234 0 0
271 0 0
30 0 0
5 0 0
306 0 0
198 0 0
50 0 0

248 0 0
788 0 0

6

0 0

6

0 0

----£794 0 0
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APPENDIX C.

.

MAXIMUM
AREA OF MINING CLAIM IN EACH OF THE MINING DISTRICTS.
.
MAXIMUM AREA allo~ed per Man under Bye-laws ~ow in force in the Mining District of BALLAARA'r.
Frontage claims
.
120 ft. in length before discovery of lead; Width after discovery
equal to Ii times depth of working.
Block claims
20,000 supLft., length not to exceed six times the width.
Unregistered claims ...
50 ft. x 50 ft.
Block claims on (lUartz reefs
50 . ft. in length along supposed course of reef by 500 ft. in
width. "

MA.XIlI!UlIf AREA allowed per Man under Bye-laws now in force in the Mining District of CASTLElIIAIXE.
Claims in new ground (shallow)
(deep) ...
Rock'sinking

30 ft. x 30 ft.
40 ft. x 40 ft.
50 ft. x 50ft., if sinking exceeds 40 ft.
70 ft. x 70 ft.
"
"
100 ft.
Old all;;vial workings
80 ft. x 80 it.
'I acre for every two men. No greater area than 20 acres in one
Associated alluvial mining claims
claim.
400 ft. square, if not less than five miles from any gold workings.
Allu vial prospecting .•.
Discovery of an alluvial deposit. if not Allowed a claim of twice the extent allowed by the bye-law under
within 300 yards from any payable
which such claim shall be taken up.
claim
.
Tunnelling ground, alluvial workings ... 50 ft. frontage.
Extended claims in old and abandoned 80 ft. frontage, 300 ft. 'deep.
alluvial tunnelling ground '
Ordinary puddling and sluicing claims Quarter of au acre.
on old or partially worked ground
Extended puddling and sluicing claims Half
"
on old or partially worked ground
Width of claim under ground, 600 feet.
Quartz claims
...
' ...
"
on surface 100 ft. on each side of base line.
320 ft. along the line or supposed line of. reef.
Quartz prospecting •••
12 ft. on each side, from centre of tunnel.
'l'unnelling claims on quartz reefs

MAxlMU~f

AREA allowed per Man undeiBye-law;s now in force in the Mining District of MARynOROUGH.

Prospecting for, and discovery of, pay- 600 ft. square.
able, lost, or abandoned lead
60 ft. along supposed course of lead by 300 ft. wide.
Prospecting, wet alluvial
70 ft. square. New ground, 40 ft. square.
Dry alluvial old ground
100 ft,
Wet alluvial, 4 miners
125 ft.
6
150 ft.
"
,
8
200 ft. square.
Wet alluvial in old ground, 4.ruiners
250 "
"
6 "
8
,.
300 "
"
12
yards
along
course. No cl)l.im to exceed 144 yards by breadth
Claims in beds of cree'\ts and rivers
of 22 yards.
For every six miners 200 ft. along supposed course of lead by 600
Frontage It ...
yards wide until lead is defined, or payable gold obtained; then
full width of gutter, with an additional 50 ft. on each side; but
if there is 110 gutter, then 200 ft. in width to the point where
payable gold was last obtained.
30 yards in length, 20 yards in breadth, for each miner not exPuddling claim
ceec:j.ing four.
.
84 ft. square. No l'laim to exceed three acres.
Tunnelling ...
Prospecting a quartz reef, or taking up a 150 ft. along course of reef by 300 ft. wide, i.e. "'150 ft. on each
side, from centre of reef, except in the Avoca division, where
previously worked one
width allowed is 600 ft., or 300 ft. on each side.
50 ft. along course of reef; width" same as above (300 ft.); Avoca
Prospecting of quartz reefs
the ,same width as above, 600 ft.
'
From 300 ft. to 600 ft. along course of reef; width" same as above;
Discovery of new quartz reefs ...
Avoca the same.
40 ft. along course of reef; width" same as above ; Avoca the
Quartz claim
same.

'.t.

MAxIMUM AREA allowed per,Man under Bye-laws now in force in ARARAT Division of the Mining District of
.
'.
AnARAT.
~
Prospecting

.... '

"
Dry sinking (shallow)
(deep) ...
"

Surface cia,ims, 100 ft. x 100 ft.; depth limited to 6 ft •
Dry sinking for new or lost lead, 2 men 100 ft. x 200 ft.
'Vet
"
"
60 ft. along course of lea.d by
200 ft.
Alluvial mining beyond 250 ft. ahead of last payable claim an
extent equal to double the size" of any ordinary cla.im.
35 ft. x 35 ft.
50 ft. x 50 ft., for two men.

.

,
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Block claims 85 ft. square for four men; six men, 100 ft. square;
eight men, 122 ft. square.
Where rock occurs below water levelFour men, 100 ft. square.

Wet sinking

Six

"

120

"

Eight" 140
"
200 ft. along course of lead by width of 150 yards until the lead
.ltrontage leads, party of eight
is struck, one month after which, the width to be 200 ft. ; where
rock occurs below water level, 320 ft. along lead by 150 yards
broad. until lead is struck, when width is in one month to be
reduced to 200 ft.; party to consist of eight men.
60 ft. along course of lead, if width of lead does not exc,ced 100 ft.
Dry workings, old ground
40 ft.
"
,"
"
does exceed 100 ft.
"
80 ft.
does not exceed I 00 ft.
Wet ::
"
60 ft.
..
does exceed 100 ft.
nYn a~d surface cl~ms for sluicing pur- 4.0 yards frontage, 160 yards i~'length, for a party of at least
three miners.
poses
Claims in gullies for sluicing
30 yards wide, 260 yards in length, for a party of at least three
miners.
Two miners, 100 ft. along course of reef, breadth 600 ft. until
Ordinary quartz claims
payable gold has been obtained, after which breadth reduced to
400 ft.
Two miners, 200 ft. along course of reef, breadth 800 ft. until
Prospecting claim for quartz reef
payable gold has been obtained, after which breadth reduced to
4.00 ft.
When prospecting for a quartz reef, 800 feet along reef by 1000 ft.
'l'unnelling claims
in breadth until payable gold is found, then width tobe reduced
to 400 ft .

.M:AXIMU"l AREA allowed per Man under Bye-laws now in force in the PLEAUNT CREEK and BARKLY
Divisions of the Mining District of ARARAT.
Dry sinking, 30 ft. x 60 ft.
Wet"
30 ft. x 60 ft.
"
Old workings, 100 ft. x 200 ft.
New ground, 75 ft. x 150 ft.
Wet sinking. 75ft. x 150 ft.
250 ft. ahead of established leads dry sinking, 60 ft. x 60 ft.
250 ft. ahead of established leads wet sinking, 60 ft. x 60 ft.
For lost leads, dry sinking, 60 ft. x 60 ft.
"
"
"wet do.
60 ft. x 60 ft .
Claim previous to striking gold, 300 yards square.
30 feet by 400 yards until lead is struck, and then the full width
Fronta'1i-e lead claims
of the lead only.
Sluicing claims on partial.ly worked Hill and surfacing claim, 40 yards frontage by 160 yards in length;
. party to consist of three men. In gullies, 30 yards wide by 260
ground
yards long; party to consist of three men.
For quartz claims see Ararat division•.

Ordinary claims

.

MAXIllfUH AREA allowed per Man under Bye-laws now in force in the RAGLAN DIVISION oj the Mining
District of ARA-RAT.
Frontage claims, dry workings
20 ft. x 80 ft. along course of lead after discovery of lead.
20 ft. x 80 ft.
Block claims, dry frontage
Hill surfacing
30 ft. x 30 ft.
20 ft. x 40 ft.
.. sinking
Wet workings
ao ft. if sinking does not exceed 75 ft.
... } along course oflead
40 ft.
"
is between 75 ft. & 125 ft....
with full width
50 ft.
"
is between 125 ft. & li5 ft.
thereof.
60 ft.
"
is 175 ft. and upwards;
80 ft. wide by 20 feet long.
Dry w~rkings, frontage claims
Hill sinking, 150 yards in every direction.
Prospecting claims before discovery
Do. surfacing, 100 do.
Dry frontage leads, 500 yards along supposed course of lead~.
Wet frontage leads, 1000 do.
50 ft x 50 ft.
Prospecting hill surfacing
40 ft. x 60 ft.
"
.. sinking
dry workings in fiats and 60 ft. along course of lead, fnll width thereof.

gullies

Double the ordinary extent of ground along course oflead, &c.
40 ft. along course of lead, full width thereof.
Double the ordinary, &c.
Three times the ordinary, &c.
60 ft. along course of lead, full width.
60 ft. x 60 ft.
80 ft. x 40 ft.
Hill and surfacing ground, 3 men, 40 yards x 160 yards deep.
In gullies
a men, 30 .. x 60 .. ..
In gullies, 150 ft. long leads.
Hill sinking, 120 ft. x 120 ft.
For quartz claims aee Ararat Division.

"
wet workings
Discovery of lost lead (dry)
..
" . (wet)
Wet workings (old ground)
Dry"
"
Hill surfacing
" sinking
Sluicing claims
"
Steam puddling elaims, old workings

...

...

.,

"

"

. MAXIMUM

AREA allowed per Man under Bye-laws now in force in the Mining District of SAlIDI1URST.

Alluvial block claim

.••• 35 ft. x 35 ft.
Should the sinking exceed 50 ft.2 men allowed
... 70 ft. x 70 ft.
a"
".
... 85 ft. x 85 ft.
4"
"
... 100 ft. x,lOO ft.
Prospecting claims, new or lost leads
50 yards in length, width 200 yards, nearest bOImdary of alluvial
claim to be 250 yards.
Puddling claim, old groImd
1 acre.
Co-operative claims .. .
Not to exceed 20 aeres.
Creek claims.
.. .
.
"
240 lin. feet.
Quartz workings
.. .
80 yards in length, by 150 yards wide.
Prospecting for quartz
200"
" o n supposed line of reef, by width 150 yards
boundary not to be within 440 yards of next nearest boundary.
Amalgamated quartz claims
Claims not to exceed 320 yards.
Frontage claims
4 miners 100 feet along supposed course of lead, with a width of
800 yards, Imtil lead is defined; then ,vidth to be reduced to
\
200 ft.
Prospecting for.' new or lost lead Imder If more than ~ a mile distant from last payable shaft, party of not
frontage regulations
less than'4 entitled to double length, with usual frontage.
Extended alluvial claims
Where expensive timbering, &c., is required, not exceeding 10,000
s(luare yards.

MAXIMUM AREA

a.llowed per Man under Bye-laws now in force in the Mining District of BEECBWORTB.

50 ft. x 50 ft.
160 yards in length, 60 yards in width, except in the Omeo Division,
not to exceed 200 yards x '100 yards.
100 yards in length, JOO in width•.
Wet bank claims
Frontage claims on supposed lead pre- 200 feet in length, width not to exceed 1 mile.
vious to proclamation
Dry frontage claim on proclaimed lead, With additional length if above 40 feet.
90ft. in len gth
Wet frontage claim on proclaimed lead, With additional length if above 40 feet.
I
120 feet in length

Ordinary claims
Dry bank claims

Claim in worked and abandoned ground on a frontage lead not to exceed an area twice the size of that
allowed in new ground on the lead in which the claim is situated.
100 yards in length, width the bOImdaries of the bed of the creek,
.
except in the following places :Omeo
... .
...
... 200 yds. length, 100 ydB. width.
Certain part <;>f Yaekandandah 500"
"
400"
"
Certain part of W oolshed Creek 800" . ,;
400"
"
One man to be, kept employed for e,'ery 25 yards in length. except
portion of Yaekandanda.lI and Woolshed. which shall be for
. every 50 yards.
160 yards in length, 120 yards in width.·
. Dry bank claim (old groImd) ...
Wet
"
100""
200 "
200"
"with boundaries of creek.
Creek claim
"
Prospecting claim (alluvial) ...
1000 " square.
80 \. length. width 150 yards.
.
Quartz claims
100 " ' on supposed course of lead.
Wet frontage claim, Buckland division ...
On discovery of payable gold the prospecting claim to be forfeited,
Extended areas for discovery
and discoverer to be allowed, in addition to the area under the
regulations, 'an extended claim, varying from the size of an
ordinary claim to 10 chains, as well as an extra claim. in somt'
instances in' proportion to distance from previously discovered
workings. The holders of such claims to employ from 2 to 4
1
men.
If discovery is made by tunnelling, may occupy 1000 yards along
Extended areas for discovery
course ,of tUlmel by a width of 320 yards. The holder of such
claim to keep 4 men driving in such tunnel.
Creek claims

~.
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APPENDIX E.
MINING BOARD, BALLAARAT.
REpORT.

lIIIlHNG ON l'RIV ATE l'ROPERTY.

That it is expedient that an Act to legalise mining on private property be passed during the next
session of Parliament, and that this Board recommend the following as the basis of such Act:1. Free access to the miner upon alienated'lands (upon the authority of some competent court which
shall determine whether lands shall be mined upon or not, and if so, upon what conditions, in so far as relates
to the arrangements between the owner of land and the miner), subject to the same conditions as those prescribed by the mining bye-laws and leasing regulations in force, or to be hereafter in force, in the respective
.
mining districts, so far as extent and occupation is concerned.
2. Full compensation to the owners of the lands for all property and improvements that may be interfered
_
with, and any inconvenience the owners may sustain.
3. The provisions of the Gold Fields Act, 2l Vic. No. 32, except in so far as the same may be inconsIstent
with a Mining on Private Property Bill, be extended to mining on private property until an Aet be made tor
amending the laws relating to the gold fields.
4. That nothing contained in theforegoing rcsolution shall be taken to effect the existing rights of miners
holding private lands for mining purposes, nor to interfere in any way \vhatsoever with any arrangement which
may have been entered into b<;tween miners and the owner~ of such lands prior to the passing of a Mining on
Private Property Bill.
5. Priority of right to present owners of private property, for a limited period after the passing of the
Act, to occupy the same for mining purposes, provided it is held and worked in all respects in accordance with
the mining regulations of the district.
6. That it shall be competent for the owners of land and miners to enter into arrangements, and that
such arrangements, as well as all existing ones, continue valid and binding.

APPENDIX F.
LETTER FROM W. DRUMMOND, ESQ., WARDEN, RUTHERGLEN, OVENS.
Warden's Office, Ruthergien, 15th October, 1862.

SIR,
In reply to your circular dated 29th ultimo, and addressed to me by direction of the Mining Commissioners, I have the hODor to submit for their information the following opinions, bearing upon the various
.
subjects proposed to me : .1. I am of opinion that no land should be withheld trom sale except on the probable line of rich and
payable leads, the vicinity of known and worked reefs. creeks and hill or surface diggings. I believe the
constant practice of withdrawing land from sale because it is likely to prove auriferous, to be highly pernicious;
the immediate neighborhood of a miner's claim being the spot where he would generally prefer settling; the
impossibility of obtaining ground in such a position has, I think, a great tendency to' unsettle the miner: he
gets no comforts about him and makes no efforts to better a habitation to which he is not bound by the tie of
proprietorship in the soil on which it is erected.
A. I see no reason why mining on private property for gold or other metals should be subject to any
rcstrictions whatever, beyond those which are requisite to preyent danger or loss to others. I ~Jlink .the land
should be solel outright, with everything beneath it, and not subject to any royalties upon the metals or
minerals extracted from it ; royalties in my opinion leading direct.ly to frauds and systematic evasions of the
law, while ,eldom repaying the cost of collection, they are an additional obstacle to speculation and enterprise
in mining pursuits. Should a lead run to thc boundary of purchased land, the owner of which will not follow it
throngh his property or allow others to do so, fair compensation being offered, the law should provide for
unbiassed and skilled assessors to determine what sum would be just, an;;l allow the miners to proceed forthwith upon payment of the same, saving always the right of appeal against this decision to a· higher court.
Such'lt board of assessors, entrusted with mediatory powers, wonld seldom, I believe, fail in making arrangements satisfactory to all parties.
.
B. As new conditions arise from time to time on the gold fields, alike from the diminishing jealousy
of capital, improvements in the combination of labor, application of machinery, progressive skill in mining
and other causes. I am of opinion that any classification or codific'l.tion beyond that cffected at intervals by
the mining boards is at least unnecessary for some time to come. In connection with this subject I would,
however, suggest that judges of courts of mines should pronounce \vritten jUdgments and reasons for them,
all of which should be filed, and the more important printed; they would eventually form a valuable body of
precedents. and on them alone. in course of time, could a sound mining code be based, as laws to be
efficient must be grounded on affirmed and approved custom.
C. I consider that the rights and privileges of the miners are sufficiently provided for under the
existing Act and bye-laws. except that an enlargement of the areas allowed under business licenses and
miners' rights for residence only would be desirable; the limit to lle half an acre where gold has been
discovered on any lead, reef, or other working, and where the claims are of such a llftture as to deprive those
employed upon them for more than four months of a return for their capi.tal in labor, money, or goods. It
should be compulsory on the holders to lease their claim from Government: the facilities for doing so should
be on the spot; for example, at the registrar's office, and the fees small, not exceeding the costs of the miners'
rights required to hold the claim, and I think an allowance ought to be made for unexpired periods on miners'
rights in assessing the costs of the lease: this I consider is absoluteJy necessary to give security to the storel{eepers and others, who make those advances at great risk, without which mining as an occupation would
die out.
D. Wardens should act judicially only. The mining boards are the best judges of the po\vers to be
entrusted to the mining surveyors and registrars.
2. I believe that not one thousand part of the auriferous resources of this colony have bcen extra.cted.
8. By removing every fetter for entcrprise, while giving additional security to capital, the prosperity
of our gold mines may be maintained for an illimitable period.
4. I do not think the administration of mining law should be under any other than the Chief Law
Officer of the Crown.
No. 10,6 G.
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5. It is most desirable that a school of mines on the plan of those established in Europe, should be
created here; its utility, however, would be so entirely dependent upon the attainments of the. Professors
connected with it, that unless salaries were offered high enough to attract the best men in Europe, I believe
it would be better to found travelling scholarships for 'capable students desirous of pursuing such studies at
the fountain head.
6. I cvnsider that as much gold is now produced, in proportion to the Dumber actually engaged in
minhlg, as at any time for the last six years. The majority of hands withdrawn from mining having been
drafted into agricultural and other avocations, mining becoming every day more and more a separate pursuit.
I have not referred here to the> important subject of water rights. For my. views upon that subject I
would beg to refer to the Report of the ·13eechworth Water Rights Commission, drawn up in 1860 or 1861. To
the opinions eJ!:pressed in that Report I still adhere.
I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your most obedient Servant,
To George Black. Esq.,
W. DRUMMO~D,
,
Secretary pro. fern., Mining Commission,
Warden.
Melbourne.

LETTER FROM J. FLINN, ESQ., ST ANLEY, OVENS.
Stanley, Ovens, 1st November, 1862.

SIR,
I desire to say a word or two on the subject of "water-rights" on the gold fields.
I have been residing in the above district these six years, principally em,l!loyed as clerk. I have at
present no interest in any" water-right." .
,
1. I believe it would prove a greater error to alienate from the Crown the water of the gold fields than
to aliendte the auriferous land.
,
.
2, Those who might become possessed of all the water (at least' on the Ovens district) would, in point
of fact, have a monopoly of the auriferous land, as the gold cannot be extracted without water.
3. It is rumored that the Government intend to grant what is called water areas, or water claims, or
pieces of ground from which to obtain a supply of water. Now, such water areas might be the best auriferous
alluvial or quartz claims in the distriCt. In my opinion, it would be an "rror to give anyone the exclusive
privilege of obtaining a supply of water on any portion of auriferous land; but liberal privileges might be
granted to anyone bringing water from a noq·auriferous to an auriferous locality.
'
4. I think miners should have the privilege to obtain and possess for a certain period, as also to use
and rent, all water they possibly. could get by means of bores, shans, tunnels, pumps, &c., from and out of
their mining claims. This would be a boon to puddlers and quartz ininers..
,
Ii. The public on the gold fields at present have the privilege (at least tacitly) to take, free of charge,
for domestic purposes, from any race of water, as much as they please or require. This privilege should be
retained. 'l'he Government, giving so many privileges to parties obtaining water, such as land for races,
dams, tunnels, reservoirs, have undoubtedly the right, and it is its duty, to impose all reasonable conditions
'
for the public cen venicncc,
6. The mining board, the warden, and the mining surveyor, might be authorised to grant certain
privileges and rights for a term of years (say seven years, about the time it takes to work out a large claim)
to parties who migllt open springs or divert water from creeks. But those on \vhom such rights would be
conferred should be obliged to rent the water in' certain cases, and at a rate not exceeding a certain maximum
amount, which might also be fixed by the warden and mining survf>yor from time to time. This condition is
necessary to prevent such partie3 monopolising all the clahns and other auriferous land in the district by
refusing to supply water except on ruinous terms.
,
The areas allowed to parties from which to obtain a supply of water should be free to be occupied as
,
mining claims or residence sites, provided the supply of water was not obstructed in its outlet; in all other
respects the ltfea to be regarded as Crown land, the privileges on which, to those holding them for the purpose
of obtaining a supply of water, to be good only as against all others who might seek to occupy such areas for
II. similar purpose only.
'
7, The rights and privileges of parties allowed to open springs, or divert water frOll1 creeks or such
sources, should be strictly define>d and limited.' I m~ntion this, becaus~ I believe there is a danger from a
mistaken notion of liberality to grant to such parties excessive, extravagant. and dangerous privileges, thus
creating an obnoxious class of "water squatters,!' and a never-ending theme for stump orators.
'
.
I have the honor to be. Sir,
Your most obedient Servant,
JOliN FLINN,
Stanley, Ovens.
To. Frederick McCoy, Esq., F.G.S.L.,
Royal Commissioner of Enquiry on Mining Affairs,

a

APPENDIX G.
MEMORANDA ON THE LIST OF SUBJECTS IN THE PRINTED CIRCULAR OF THE'
COMMISSIONERS.
Port Phillip and Colonial Gold ~Iining Compapy,
Melbourne, 13th February, 1863,
No. I a.. On the propriety of selling auriferous lands, and the proper conditions for mining on private
property.
I consider that it would be advisable to dispose of auriferous land, advertising it as such, and selling
by auctiou at an 'upset price; a portion of the proceeds of such. sales to be set' apart for improvements that
will facilitate mining, especially the formation of reservoirs for' water to be used by agriculturists' as well as
miners, and as far as possible to be so situated as to be capable of being used for irrigating land; that when
particular localities no longer yield gold, these works may be available for other interests; Every facility
should, in my opinion, be given for carrying on mining on private property; and particularly that the courts
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of mines should have power to take cognizance of encroachment cases and other disputes. the same as with
mining on the public lands. The proprietor of land should be allowed to mine upon it himself, or make
arrangements for others to do so; all agreements to be registered in the court of mines on payment of
certain °fees. Miners should not be allowed to enter private lands to mine, without the consent of the
proprietor, except in certain cases, such as the discovery of a rich deposit of gold, or the tracing of a "lead or
reef" from Crown lands into it ; in which case, and on failure to come to terms with the proprietor for compensation for permission to work the gl'Ound after the lapse of - - months, the amonnt of such compensation
might, I think, fairly be left for a sher.ff's jury to decide. The knowledge that the miners had the power of
appealing to this court would. doubtless, facilitate the making of some satisfactory arrangement.
. ,B. I cOllsider it most importlmt that all the mining laws should be classified, and, as far as possible,
made generally applicable, and printed in a cheap form, after being first revised by a barrister; and tnat
every new bye-law, before coming into operation, should be also so examined, to see that it fioes not clash
with any other already in force.
.
C. I am decidedly in favor of granting large areas of ground to mining companies, with snch conditions
only as would be necessary to insure mining being properly carried on; that a liberal area for residence and
cultivation be aJlowell. with the ri:{ht to'purchase the latter under certain restri<;tions. at its appraised value.
The secure tenure of mining ground I consider especially important to prevent ruinous litigation; and all
mining ground, whether held under lease or the authority of mining bye-laws, should have its boundaries
properly defined.
3. The best method of developing the mineral resources of the colony is, in my opinion, to grant every
facility for mining, to give a liberal extent of claim for the discovery of new gold fields, leads, or reefs, as well
as for other minerals or metals; to charge a moderate rent for mining ground, and give every facility for the
renewal of leases, issue them as promptly as pos&ible, and charge a moderate sum for advertising applications
in the Government Gazette.
'
4. I consider there should be a distinct mining department, with a permanent head, either under the
charge of a responsible Minister or the Chief Secretary.
5.. Geology and mineralogy should lbrm a part of general education; and it would be useful that those
who wish to purslle their studies further in this brauch of knowledge should have an opportunity of doing so;
but I hardly think the expense attendant upon the establishment of a school of mines is warranted in the
present stale of the colony. To prevent accidents in mines, I consider a law should be passed to punish any
man who caused the death or serious injury to another, through negligence with machinery, or other gross
carelessness.
R. H. BLAND,
Manager of Port Phillip Gold Mining Company.

APPENDIX H.
MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE COLONY.
In attempting to form a rough estimate of the character and eJ(tent of the mineral resources of the
colony one must look to the nature of the rock formations. From a geological map. which I prepared as far
back as 1859, commenced when making a journey through the western district in company with .Mr. District
Surveyor Skene, and added to from time to time since, as occasion served, I am in a position to submit the
following rough measurements :Square miles.

••.
•.• 2,500 to
Sandstones, claystones, and slates, belonging to the Devonian, and Upper and
Lower Silurian ages
Carboniferous rocks
Basaltic and Volcanic rocks
Tertiary rocks. ineIuding the :Murray tertiaries and those occurring on the sea board
Country of which nothing certain isknowu at present relative to the rock formations

1. Granites and other Plutonic rocks

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Total area of the coiony

3,000
25,000
3,000
10,000
28,000
17,831

... 86,831

In the first, the granite, we find kaolin and tin-ore; and in many places, I have no doubt, the surface
of these rocks is covered with allu viums containing gold. Over any extensive area, occupied hy granite, we
may look for the remains-out-liers-of the once prevalent sandstones and clayslates in which quartz veins
commonly occur; and the gold set free by the degmdation of those rocks must rest in the basins and hollows
of the granite. It is here, too, that the miner ought to look for precious stones.
In the second series we find gold, silver, copper, (native and pyrites) antimony, lead, iron, and manganese.
The known extent of our gold workings, i.e. the laud actually mined upon, more or less, is about 830 squarA
miles. ,The number of quartz reefs within the above area from which gold has been obtained is 1471; and
yet this extcnt of country is occuFied by only 97,943 miners.
From 1859 to 1862 the mining surveyors have obtained a good deal of information respecting the yield
of gold from quartz; and though their returns in the aggregate represent only a small proportion of the stone
actually sent to the mills, it is satisfactory to find that in four years they can shew that l,043,245! tons have
yielded an average of 14 dwts. 4 '30 grains per ton.
The limits of the gold workings are being extended daily and new discoveries will yet be made of the
highest importance. With more laborers in this ample field the yield of gold could be doubled.
In 1862, 97,943 miners exported 1,662,448 oz. of gold. This does not represent all the gold obtained;
yet it gives an average of £.67 178. lO·68d. per man per annum. Having regard to thc cost of living on the
gold fields. this assuredly is tempting enough to the over-worked cla~ses in the United Kingdom.
Capital is gradually making its way on the gold-fields and mineral lands of the colony. I have lately
made a return shewing that 17,340 acres have been applied for under the Mineral License Regulations; 5,920
acres under the Mineral Lease Re.quiations, and 10,128 acres are held. under lease for gold mining purposes.
The Water Right Regulations are also' not neglected; and there is reason to believe that the position of the
gold miner will improve year by year; for while (as I have just stated) the limits of the gold workings are
being rapidly extended, thus affording room for the" independent" miner, he will in time of difficulty be able
te obtain remunerative employment from companies either on "tribute" or "wages."
It would be idle to speculate on the nature of the country known to be occupied by gold-bearing rocke,
but yet unexplored, or to guess. at the buried wealth in our quartz veins. It is sufficient to glance at the
above fignres to realise the trnth that no country yet discovered and explored possesses such auriferous
resources as our own. 'Thousands of square miles are yet untouched by the pick of the miner; and when we
consider that one area, less than twenty-five square miles (I allude to I3allaarat), has produced altogether more
than twenty-five millions sterling, we have no cause for doubt as to the permanency of our gold fields.
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Favored with a. beautiful climate, which allows the miner to follow his pursuit in all seasons, from
January to December, it is strange, and above comprehension, that men should seek the inhospitable regions
'of Vancouver, or the scarcely less chilling mountains of New Zealand in the search for gold.
Silver is found at Reedy Creek, nea}." Kilmore, at St. Arnaud, and in the Ararat district. The re~f8 at
St. Arnaud run nearly north-west and south-east; and if a line be drawn at right angles to the course of the
reefs from the extreme north-eastern point, where chloro-bromide of silver has been found, to the extreme
south-western point where that mineral is knm~n to occur, it measures nearly forty-five miles. This
represents the breadth of the silver producing country. What its length may be I have no means of ascertaining. Here we also find native copper and black oxyd of copper, carbonate of lead, sulphide of lead;
bournonite, and psilomelane and pyrolusite (ores of manganese).
,
C'>
Copper pyritcs occur in the Castlcmaille district (I examined and reported on the specimens on the
5th July last), and the ores of copper are said to occur nlso in the extreme north-eastern parts of the colony.
Copper is also f(IUnd in small quantities at Steig-Hz, Inglewood, and other places.
Antimony is found in large quantities near Heathcotc, and in the St. Andrew's division of the Castlemaine district.
The ores of manganese occur near Pleasant Creek, at St. Arnaud, and in the basin of the Yarra .•
It is only quite recently that the attention of thc miners has been dirccted to' minerals and metals
other than gold; and we may confidently look for important discoveries now that their yigilance has been
excited.
.
Of the third series I can say but little. We havc 3000 square miles of carboniferous rocks; but until a
careful examination be made of these rocks by duly qualified persons nothing certain can be known. Coal is
found at Cape Patterson (where one or two companies are now at work and sending good coals into the
market), and also on the west coast.
Of class fonr I need say nothin g.
From the fifth series (tertiary rocks) we may hope to extract great wealth. Lignite is abundant, and I
believe it will find a ready sale. In mftlly plrLces where it is fonnd thin seams, almost wholly composed of
glUllS and resins, occur. wbich I ftnticipate will be turned to useful account by the chemist.
Gypsum occurs in the north-western parts of the colony in considerahle quantities, and it is there we
may look for beds of salt and rock oils.
In this brief sketch I have touched hut lightly on our vast and yaried mineral resources. I ought to
add that we have good building stones. We have already opened quarries of slate (equal in quality, it is said,
to that obtained from Penrhyn, in North Wales) ; and we possess also abundantly orllamental stones suitable
for the purposes of the architect.
R. BROUGH SMYTH.

APPENDIX I.

APPENDIX K.

APPENDIX L.
[COpy.]

Circular M. S. No.6.
Mining and Geological Survey Office,
Melbourne,
186 .
I have the honor by instruction from the Director of Mining and Geological Surveys, to request you to
be so good as to furnish, on or before the 15th October instant,
of your division, on a scale of half an inch to the mile, containing the following particulars sketched
thereon, viz. :1. Area of your division.
2. Approximate areas of explored and unexplored auriferous country in green color, upon which
indicate(a) Approximate number. of worked or abandoned quartz reefs in carmine.
(0) Approximate number and position of quartz reefs, or outcrops on the surface of such, or
unexplored tracts of country supposed by you to contain workable quartz reefs in sepia color.
(c) Approximate area of alluvial gold workings occupied or abandoned in yellow color.
3. Delineate areas of surveyed, alienated, and reseIYed Crown lands in white.
4. Describe and indicate on tracing in bright red color, that particular area of your division which it
would be most desirable, from its real or supposed mineral eharacter, to explore and survey, and
which has not been previously surveyed.
5. Indicate approximately the supposed position of other minerals or metals besides gold, tracts of
granite, basalt, and schist, or clay slate and sandstone country, &e., with remarks as to the
capabilities of the soil of the different tracts, whether for mining, pastoral, or agricultural purposes,
with such other references as you may think proper to suggest.
In furnishing this information, no expense must be incurred for travelling or other outdoor work or
assistance beyond filling in the "above information upon the half-inch map or tracing thereof, which is to be
to all intents and purposes a rough mineral sketch map of each division, made up from the local information
already acquired by the mining surveyor, and will be valued accordingly.
.All useful information whieh cannot be shewn upon the plan should be described by report accompanying
the same.
I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your most obedient Servant,

SIR,

Superintendent of lI:fining and Topographical Surveys.
Mr. J.\,fining Surveyor
P.S.-The above information is required without delay for the guidance of the Government in devising
ltppropriate measures for the better development of the mineral resources of the colony, and also for the
information of the Royal Mining Commission.
[Handed in by the Govemment Geologist -See page 891.]
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